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PREFACE
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I am grateful also for the help of the other two

members of the committee, Dr. 0. A. Kinchen and Dr, R. R,
Male,

INTRODUCTION
The single word, oil, may suggest a variety of mental
pictures:

vast corporations capitalized at millions of dol-

lars; huge refineries producing gasoline and other petroleum
products; geologists ever searching for new oil fields; the
Teapot Dome scandal of the Harding Administration; the derrick with its busy crew; oil used in an automobile; or simply household lubricating oil. Whatever the image brought
to mind by the word, hardly an individual does not have some
conception of the meaning of oil. The very universality of
knowledge on the subject is an indication of the importance
of oil in this modern age.
Perhaps the atom and its tremendous power which has
now been unleashed will furnish the power of the future, but
this is still a supposition and must be left to its own time;
today we live in an oil age.

Were it not for oil the ma-

chines of industry could not operate; the wheels of our cars
and trains and the propellers of our airplanes could not
turn; the plants that produce our electric power could not
function; and our engines of war could not move.

Oil both

motivates and lubricates all of these necessities of modern
life.
The oil industry touches our lives at many points—

• < l '

'.

11
eulturali soeiali scientific, economic and legal*

In order

to aimpllfy the problem of viewing this mammoth industry,
it may be conveniently divided into two fields:

(1) the

industry and Its contribution to the economic and social
growth of the United States, and (2) the behind-the-scenes
story of the search for and the dlseorery of oil. The latter approach will be the major one in this paper.
From the first commercial oil discovery in Pennsyl.. . >

vanla in 1^59 to the present, the oil industry has spread
throughout the country.

Of primary importance in oil his-

tory have been the Texas discoveries.
assumed supremacy

This state has

in oil production in the Unitc^d btates,

and one section—the Fermian Basin covering most of western
Texas and a part of eastern Haw Mexico—has been the scene
of many major discoveries,

it is the early attempts to

find oil in the Permian Basin that will be discussed here.
A closely related second phase of the oil industry
has been the allied natural gas industry.

At first consid-

ered a by-product of oil wells, natural gas and its exploitation and development has become a separate industry.

One

of the most important natural gas producing areas in the
world is the Texas Panhandle.

Because of the close ^^eo-

£;raphical proximity of the Permian Basin and the i anhanale
and also because of the relation of the two industries,

«J

ill
the discoveries in the Texas Panhandla are included in this
study.
As a baekground of the i^ermlan Basin-Panhandle oil
and gas discoveries a brief survey of the oil history of
Texas prior to the west Texas discoveries will be made.
Surveying and military expeditions crossed the west Texas
area at early datesi and scientists attached to these parties began the geological surveys in the area.-^

Subsequent-

ly, state and federal geological surveys of the rermian
Basin and Panhandle were made.
Although an impressive amount of geological work had
been completed and some surface indications of the presence
of petroleum were available, at the end of World War 1 most
geologists felt that the Permian formations of west Texas
would never yield oil in commercial quantities.

In 1920,

however, oil was found in the Westbrook Field near Colorado
City, and three years later the first "bonanza" field in
this section was discoverea at big Lake.
1
An example of this type of expedition was that of
Captain R, B. Marcy made in 1852. Dr. Shumard accompanied
the expedition as geologist and scientist. Randolph B.
Karcy, Exploration of the Red River of Louisiana in the Year
1652 by Randolph B. Marcy Assisted by George B. HcClellan.
With 5eports on the Natural History of the Country, and
Numerous Illustrations iWashington. 1354i•

iv
The men who drilled the first wells in the i^ermian
Basin, their successes and defeats, the story of the wells
that were drilled, and the effect of the discovery of oil on
the people and towns of west Texas all form a part of oil
history.

This paper will deal mainly with these aspects of

the discoveries at Westbrook, Big Lake and in the Panhandle,
Although these oil discoveries were but the beginning
of the oil industry in this area, and many larger and more
important fields were to be developed later, these fields
provided a fitting refutation to the doubts of the oil fraternity concerning the productivity of thf^ Per^-ian Basin,
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CHAPTER I
PETROLEUM IN TEXAS, 1543-1920
The earliest records of the presence of petroleum in
the United States antedate Columbus' discovery and probably
come before the time of the Indians on this continent.

The

evidence of such early petroleum deposits is to be found in
the recovery of many animal skeletons from tar pits near the
present city of Los Angeles, California.^

The American pe-

troleum Industry, however, was to have its beginnings centuries later.
The petroleum industry and geology have come to share
a single thought in the minds of most people, but the early
oil discoveries were usually made without the advice of a
trained geologist.

One of the first publications relating

to American Geology was a "Geological Map of the United States,"
made by William Maclure in 1609,'^ but the work had no reference to the presence of petroleum as such.

The American

^ Wallace E. Pratt and Dorothy Good (eds.), .vorld
Geography of Petroleum (Princeton, 1950), 130,
Jules Marcou, Geology of North America With Two
Reports on the Prairies or ArkaHsaT^ura lexas, tne ttocKy
Mountains of ^ievn^iexico. and the^Terra Nevada of California. OrlKlnalTy^Made for the United JFates Government (Zu-

?r?h, 1S5T); 99.

petroleum industry was born fifty years later near Titusville in northwestern Pezuisylvania.
Some time before 1695 Samuel M. Kier bottled waste
oil from salt wells near Pittsburg and sold it as "The
Healthful balm, from Nature's Secret spring,/ The bloom of
health and life to man will bring;/ As from her depths this
magic liquid flows,/ To calm our sufferings and assuage our
woes."^
Influenced by this advertisement and by the fact that
Professor Benjamin Silliman of Yale University had advised
him that petroleum might be distilled and the product bxirned
in lamps, George H. Bissel in 1657 conceived the idea of
drilling for oil instead of salt,^

The Senaca Oil Company

was formed, and Edwin L. Drake, a retired railroad conductor
and a small shareholder in the company, was employed to
drill a well near oil springs on Oil Creek that had been
known to the Indians,

Drake assumed the title of "Colonel"

in order to impress the local residents, and in 1659 he discovered oil in the well near Titusville,^
This was the first commercial oil discovery in the

^ Pratt and Good, World Geography of Petroleum. 130.
^ liid., 131.
^ Ibid.

United States, and this well marks the birth of the American
petroleum industry.

The success of the Drake well caused a

rash of exploration for oil to spring up throughout the country, and in time the fever reached Texas.
Historical references to the presence of petroleum in
Texas go back to 1543 when Spanish ships sailed into a harbor on the Gulf Coast near Sabine Pass. The chronicler of
this expedition reported a substance floating on the surface
of the water not unlike the pitch with i^ich they had calked
their ships in Spain."
Nearly three hundred years later some Texas oil was
sold vthen two tar barrels of oil were shipped from Nacogdoches in 1632,' and in years following several references
to petroleum in Texas may be found.

In a lecture delivered

in 165^ J. DeCordova reported that although there was little
known of the geology of Texas at that time, the state

^ Edward Gaylord Bourne (ed.), Narratives of the Career of Hernando De Soto in the Conquest of Florida as toTd
ernandes De

ETngham
on Based
on the Diary of Rodrigo Ran.lel. His Private Secretary translated from Qviedo's Historia General Y HaTural De Las Inciias.

rT3Ts7TNe5Tt?E,~1^64), 1, 1^.

"7 C. A. Warner, "Texas and the Oil Industry," The
Southwestern Historical "Quarterly. L (July, 1946), 2.

legislature had recently appropriated ^20,000 for taking
steps toward making a geological survey of the state.^

De-

Cordova also mentioned the presence of oil in the form of a
mineral tar that exuded from rocks near Hamilton in Burnet
County.

Probably in 165^ also. Jack Graham obtained oil in

a pit that he dug in Angelina County, and he later sank a
well by spring pole but found no oil,^
Lynis T. Barrett is credited with making the first
lease in Texas in 1659 after becoming interested in oil
seeps near Nacogdoches.-^^ Following the Civil War Barrett
drilled a well using a rotary rig^^ consisting of a three
pole derrick of tree trunks, a large auger fastened to a

" J. DeCordova. Lecture on Texas Delivered by ^. DeCordova at Philadelphia. New loric. Mountntroliy. Brooklyn and
Newark. Also a paper read by him before the New York Geographical^^ocietv. ApriliS. 1 ^ I PhiladeIphTa7 1^5^), 21,
q
Warner, "Texas and the Oil Industry," 2,
^^ C. A. Warner, Texas Oil ^nd Gas Since 1543 (Houston, 1939), 6.
^^ M. C. and C. £. Baker of Yankton, Dakota Territory,
are credited with developing a rotary system of drilling in
1632. At first they poured water into the hole through the
drill pipe and later used a windmill to force water down the
hole. From this they developed a one or two horsepower rotary outfit. Probably the development of rotary drilling
was carried on simultaneously by several men. 3amuel W.
Tait, The Wildcatters. An Informal History of Oil Hunting
in America (Princeton. l546), 43-44'

joint of pipe that was rotated by steam power, and more
joints that were added as the hole became deeper.^^

At 106

feet the auger dropped into a crevice that contained oil and
gas, and although the well produced ten barrels a day, it was
not commercially successful.
There was some oil activity in Texas during the next
few years.

In I665 Edward von Hartin and John F. Cotton

formed a partnership "for the purpose of obtaining Petroleum
by boring wells or otherwise," and the following year Richard
W, Dowling and associates obtained leases in various counties.^

Nothing came of these activities, and it was not un-

til 167^ that the next oil discovery was made.

In that year

Martin l^ieinsinger sank a well at Brownwood for water and at a
shallow depth struck a light flow of oil.^

This discovery

caused the organization of the Colorado and the Sunset Oil
companies which put down two wells near Brownwood in 1690.-^^
Oil and gas seeps were found in these wells, and the gas was

^ Tait, The vVildcatters. 43-44, and «arner, Texas
Oil and Gas Sinc7T543. 6.
^3 Warner, "Texas and the Oil Industry," 4.
^^ N. F. Drake and R. A. Thompson, -'Report on the
Colorado Coal Field of Texas," Foui*th Annual Report of the
Geological Survey of Texas. 169-^ (Austin, 1893), 436.
^^ Ibid.

used for a short time to heat a boiler at the well site; but
the wells were not a commercial success.
In 1663 a report for the United States Geological Survey by S. H. Stowell stated that petroleum was known to exist in Texas, but the developments had at that time attracted
little attention and were of no commercial importance,^^
Three years later George Dullnig struck a heavy flow of oil
in a water well six miles from iian Antonio.^'^ Two more wells
were put down nearby, and the same grade of oil was found at
about three hundred feet.

The crude oil was used as a lub-

ricant in all kinds of machinery and retailed in barrels at
twenty cents a gallon, in tin cans of five gallons at thirty
cents and in smaller quantities at thirty-five cents a galIon. °

Dullnig's success in marketing about fifty barrels

of this oil a year interested people in San Antonio, and the
San Antonio Oil Company was organized and drilled two wells.
Other discoveries were made in the vicinity of San Antonio
at about the same time by a iir. Dashiell and in a test on

^^ Mineral Resources of the United States, I663
(Washington, 1883), 734.
^7 William Battle Phillips, Texas Petroleum (Austin,
1901), 1.
•^^ Ibid.. 50.

1'

^

ijjit

. .

Ml

I''%•''

the nineh >t f.

T. Walsh.-^'

i

Between the report of Stowell in 1663 and 1666 the
oil situation in Texas had improved somewhat.

In the latter

year Joaiah D. Weeka said in the Mineral Survey for 1666
that it was reported that a natural lubricating oil was pro'

2D

dueed ia Texas from wells that yielded sixty barrels a day.
This was probably a reference to the Nacogdoches field.
While on a hunting trip in 1667 near Oil Spring
Branch, fifteen miles southeast of Nacogdoches, Emory Starr
and Peyton F. Edwards dug some shallow holes on the edge of
21
the branch and allowed them to fill with water overnight.
The next morning they skimmed off the oil that floated on
the top and took it to Nacogdoches where it was used on
leather and harness and for other domestic purposes.

A lit-

tle later John F. Carll drilled two wells near the branch;
22
in one of them a little oil was found.
More extensive operations in the area commenced with
the formation of an oil company by B. F. Hitchcock and su, H.
^9 Phillips, Texas retroleum. 50.
^^ Mineral Resources Qf the United States. 1686
(Washington, 1887), 364•
^^ Phillips, Texas Petroleum. 2.
2^ Ibid.

y

6
Farrar in 1669. ^

J. E. Pierce, general manager of the com-

pany, directed the drilling of several successfxil wells in
1669. ^

For a few years there was considerable oil activity

in Nacogdoches County, one company alone, the Lubricating
Oil Company, drilling forty wells.^
these wells were still producing.

In 1690 twenty of

A second company, the Pe-

troleum Prospecting Company, sank forty wells fz*om 1667 to
1690 and also constructed the first pipeline for oil in the
state, a three inch line stretching fourteen and one-half
miles from the company's property to Aaron's Hill near Nacogdoches.^^

Texas oil production was first entered in a table

showing production for the United States in 1691 when fiftyfour barrels were pumped from the Nacogdoches wells. '
Between the decline of the Nacogdoches field and the
opening of the Corsicana field in 1694, several petroleum
discoveries were made in the state. Although oil was neither
sought nor found, a well drilled at Galveston in 1691 and

^^ Phillips, Texas Petroleum. 2.
24 Ibid.
^5 Ibid.
26
il. T. Dumble, Second Report of Progress of the
Geological Survey of Texas. 1891 [Austin. 1892). xliv.
^' Mineral Resources of the United States. 1692
(Washington, 1893), 6O4.

1692 was of impoi*tance because of the geological and technical information obtained.

This well was contracted for by

the City of Galveston a^ a water well, and J. W. Byrnes,
supervisor, drilled to 3,070 feet by starting with twentytwo inch casing and successively telescoping fifteen, twelve,
nine, eight, seven and four inch pipe into the hole.^^
Although the well at Galveston furnished only negative information so far as oil was concerned, other oil indications were found at Greenvine, Washington County, at
»^aco by Colonel William L. Prather, near Fort *^^orth in Tarrant County, at Gatesville in Coryell County, and at Palestine in Anderson County.^^

In 1693 V/eeks summed up the sit-

uation by reporting that Texas might produce a few thousand
barrels of heavy lubricating oil;^ however, he was underestimating the state's potential, for the following year an
important oil discoveiT' was made at Corsicana.
A well being bored for water at Corsicana in 1694 encountered oil at 1,027 feet; the oil was cased off with much
difficulty after the derrick was destroyed by fire, and the

2^ Phillips, Texas Petroleum. 57.
29 Ibid.. 5.
30
Mineral Resources of the United states. 1693
(Washington, 1694), 55^5T

10
well was finally completed at 2,470 feet as a water well.^^
Oil that continued to rise outside the casing interested
Major Alexander Beaton and H. G. Damon, two local promoters
who organized the Corsicana Oil Development Company and made
an agreement with John H. Galey and J. M. Guffey to drill
and equip five wells for the organization.^2
The first well put down under the terms of this agreement produced only one and one-half barrels of oil daily,
and the second attempt was a failure, but the third well
came in as a twenty-two barrel producer.-^^

By the end of

the year the Corsicana output had increased Texas oil production to 1,450 barrels."^

^^ Warner, "Texas and the Oil Industry," 6, and The
Derrick's Handbook of Petroleum (Oil City, 169^), II, 172.
^2 Ibid.. 172-173. John Galey was active in the Butler and Clarion fields of Pennsylvania in 1669-1^70. In
1691 he was in partnership with J. M. Guffey, hunting gas in
the MacDonald field. Guffey was a schoolboy just out of his
'teens when he made his first oil venture at Pithole. Later
as one of the first in the Cherry Grove District, Pennsylvania, he made a comfortable fortune. In 1693 Guffey and
Galey sold their holdings in Pennsylvania and moved to Kansas
where they drilled several successful wells. They then moved
on to the Corsicana field. Tait, The Wildcatters. 105, and
The World's Work, A History of Our Times. I (November-April.

I551T7356-5357-'
Mineral Resources of the United States. 1694
(Washington, 1895), 602.
34 Ibid.. 603.
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By 1697 the production of the Corsicana field had
outrun demand for petroleum, so Kayor J. ii. Whitesell asked
J. S. Cullinan, a Pennsylvania oil man, to inspect the
field.35

After making a tour of the properties, Cullinan

entered into a contract with Senator R. Q. M i l s , Fred Flemming, a Dr. Johnson, John Gibson and others. By the terms
of this agreement the Pennsylvanian was to purchase 150,000
barrels of oil at fifty cents a barrel from the Corsicana
wells, to build pipelines, a refinery and storage tanks, and
to develop a market for the petroleum.3^
Although backing from financiers in the East was obtained, these men withdrew their support when geologists
told them that Texas would never produce oil in large amounts

35 Dallas i^iorning News, October 17, 1697, S. J. S.
Cullinan had been active in the development of the Pennsylvania oil fields for many years. He went to work for Standard Oil in I662 at the age of twenty-one. After working
for the company thirteen years he had received an all-around
oil field education which qualified him for drilling a well,
erecting a tank farm, laying a pipeline or running a refinery,
all of which were to be useful at Corsicana. Marquis James,
The Texaco :3torv (Greenwich, 1953), 11.
36 Letter, J. a. Cullinan to 2.. T. Fullmore, i^^ay 19,
1699. A copy of this letter is in the C. C. Rister Collection. The collection is made up of documents and notes which
were collected by Dr. Rister while gathering material for his
book. Pill Titan of ^he Southwest. The Ulster Collection has
recently been purcKased by Texas Technological College, and
is now a part of the Southwest Collection at that school.
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Undaunted by this temporary setback, the resourceful Cullinan arranged backing through Calvin N. Payne, a Pennsylvanian
who had been in the oil business since I665.

Payne was able

to obtain #150,000 from Henry C. Folger, and the three men
formed the J. S. Cullinan Company, forerunner of the Magnolia
Petroleum Company.3'
This organisation purchased one hundred acres of land
lying between the Houston and Texas Central and the Cotton
Belt Railroads where a refinery was built under the supervision of E. R. Brown.3^ The Waters-Pierce Company agreed
to take oil from the refinery which had a one hundred barrel
capacity and storage tanks for one million barrels.39

The

stills were fired on Christmas Day, I696, and the first oil
left Corsicana in February, 1699.^^

37 Warner, Texas Oil and Gas Since 1543. 26.
^^ Ibid.. 26. The first refinery is generally thought
to have been built by Samuel M. Kier at Pittsburg, Pennsylvania in 1650. Kier was attempting to use oil as an illumlnant, but the petroleum had put off considerable smoke and an
offensive odor. He was eventually successful in developing
a lamp and refining the oil to a usuable state. The Derrick's
Handbook. I, 947-953.
3^ Warner, Texas Oil and Gas Since 1543. 26, and C. C.
Rister, Oill Titan'Tfthe^outEweat (Nonnan7l949), 47.
^0 Ibid.
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In carrying out his agreement to obtain a market for
the Corsicana oil, Cullinan—with the aid of his brother.
Dr. M. P. Cullinan—installed oil burning equipment in a
Cotton Belt Railroad engine in 1696 and the results were so
successful that the Houston and Texas Central Railroad converted an engine to oil three years later.^^

Another use

for oil was foimd when Cullinan obsei*ved that the sand around storage tanks at the refinery did not blow, and after
conducting experiments he provided the town with ductless
streets by covering them with oil.
The successful wells at Corsicana caused the organization of the Texas Petroleum Company and others at a rapid
rate.

By 1697 development had begun in a large way, and in

that year fifty-seven wells were drilled at Corsicana of
which fifty were producers; the following year, of three hundred and sixteen wells drilled only twenty-five were dry.^^
Soon the field was so well defined that drillin.^ producing
wells almost became a science.

Both cable tool and rotaiT^

rigs were used; the average cost was about #1,000 per well.*''3

^^ Warner, Texas Oil and Gas Since 1543. 33.
^2 Phillips, Texas Petroleum. 36.
^3 Ibid.
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Almost as important as the discovery of oil at Corsicana was the passage by the state legislature of an act designed to correct certain abuses in the oil field.

This law

took the form of House Bill Number 542, "An Act to Regulate
Drilling, Operation, and Abandonment of Petroleum Oil, Natural Gas and Mineral Water Wells, and to Prevent Certain Abuses Connected Therewith."^^

The act provided for the plug-

ging of abandoned wells, the burning of gas and closing of
wild gas wells, and placed responsibility on county courts
for the enforcement of the law.^^
The Corsicana field continued to grow, and in 1699
nearly all of the oil production in Texas was obtained from
425 wells in the area; in 1901 the field accounted for something less than one ninetieth of the total production of the
United States.^
In addition to oil a second petroleum product was

General Laws of the otate of Texas Passed at the
Regular Session of the Twenty-Sixth Xegislature Convened at
the City of Austin. January l0« 1899 and Adjourned I-iay ^7.
l899'TIu8tIn. 1899), 68-69.
^^ Ibid.
^ George I. Adams, Oil and Gas iields of the western
Interior and Northern Coal Measures oi! the Upper Cretaceous
and Tertiary of the Westernllulf Coast TWashington, 1901),

15
Ifttiliaed iQL Texas at an early date when natural deposits of |.
asphalt were used for paving.

William Battle Phillips re^- j

l^^rtfd in S; mineral survey bulletin in 1902 that asi^alt was'
found in Montague, Cooke,. Anderson, Jasper^ Uvalde and Burnet
f^ountlaii,^' and that the Kelson Paving Company of San Antonio
M d laid a total of 216,500 square yatrda of asphalt paving
I
'
'
. 46
|la Saa Antonio, Houston, Waco and Shreveport.
ir!%

• {

Oil remained the chief interest of prospectors, how-

ever, and the next important oil find was made near Beaumont,
ilefferson County.

As early as 1692 attempts were made to

drill for oil and sulphur near Beaumont, and in that year
the Gladys City Oil Gas and Development Company was organised with G. W. Carroll, G. W. O'Brien, Patillo Higgins, J.

F.

Lanier and Emma E. John composing the first board of directors and with Higgins as director of operations.^^

After

several unsuccessful attempts at drilling had been made,
50
Higgins made arrangements with Anthony F. Luces'^ to take

+
^'^ William Battle ihillips. Coal. Lignite and Asphalt
Rocks (Austin, 1902), 61.
4d Ibid., 106-107.
^9 Rister, OilI, 51-52.
^^ Lucas was born on the Dalmation Coast of Austria.
He was graduated from the rolytechnic Institute at Gras at
the age of twenty-one, and in 167^ was graduated from the
Maval Academy of Austria. The following year he visited an

16

-iw

over drtlling-oparatioaa.,.' r
[

^hm^^^-.

.;., • ^

Lucas leasad about, 27f000 acres of land from the

1
4

plJidys CityrCompany, about 220 acres of which was on a hill '
called Spindletop, a slight elevation near Beaumont.^f. The
first Lueaa well wa# lost at 575 feet, and Lueas then.invited
J. M. Guffey to take ever the operations.^^

Guffey ^nd his

partner, John Oaley, borrowed #300,000 from Andrew Mellon and
organized the J. M. Guffey Company %mich later became the
Gulf Oil Company* ^^

J. G.and A. W. HamiXl, pioneers in re-»

tary drilling at Corsicana, were employed to put down the
first well, and Lucas was retained as supervisor of opera«»
tions.^^
MiMMWMWa

uncle in Michigan and decided to reamin in this country. He
became a natuarali^ed citisen in 1665* From his home in Wash*
ington, D. C , Lucas traveled about the country as a mining
and mechanical engineer. In 1693 he was resident engineer at
the Petit Anse salt mines off the coast of Louisiana. In
1699 he found oil and salt in a well drilled in Louisiana.
It was this experience in Louisiana that reccommended Lucas
to Higgins. ti. DeGolyer, "Anthony F. Lucas and Spindletop,"
The Southwest Review. X2XI (Fall, 1945), ^3-B4.
^^ Anthony F. Lucas, "The Great Gil veil He^xr Beaumont,
Texas," a reprint from the American Institute of fining Engineers Transactions. 2, in the C. C. Rister Collection.
5^ Ibid.. 3.
^3 Craig Thompson, Since Spindletop (i^ittsburg, 1951),
9-10.
^^ Boyce House, "Spindletop," The Southwestern Historical wuarterly. L (July, 1946), 39-40.
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The well was begun in the latter part of 1900, and
aftar muoh difficulty was encountered in drilling, it blew
in in January, 1901. It was variously estimated that the
well flowed between fifty and one hundred thousand barrels
of oil a day, and since it was nine days before the well was
capped, a great lake of oil was formed about the derrick.^^
The inevitable rush of investors followed the discoveary at Beaumont, and wells were put down rapidly. Within a
short time the small hill was covered with derricks built so
close together their legs sometimes overlapped. Of the many
oil companies organised in Beaumont, one of the most important was the Texas Fuel Company begun by J. S. Cullinan and
the Hogg-Swayne Syndicate.^^ This group bought a refinery
site at Port

Arthur and arranged for the installation of

pipelines and storage tanks.^^
'

The well at Beaumont ushered in a new period in the

story of petroleum in Texas. The history of this industry
may be conveniently divided into three distinct sta;es: (1)
the lamp and lubrication period, 1659 to 1900; (2; the fuel
55 Lucas, "The Great Oil Well," 2.
5^ Warner, Texas Oil and Gas ^ince 1543. 45.
Ibid.. dind Jan^es, The Texaco otory. 15.

u
oil period, 1900 to about 1910} and (3) the gaaollne or motor
fuel age, 1910 to date*'^

Thus the petroleum developments

in tenaa after the fplndletop discovery, fall into a new era
In the story of oil.
The M:!M^y:i|3, EyyQHyffeff M

Jthtff'^lrl^^§MMS. ^or 1901

reported that Texas had 619 oil companies capitalized at
|263,509|5^» ^^^ ^^A^ ^^^ oil production of the state had I
iacreaaed from less than one million barrels in 1901 to over
four million barrels in 1902.5^
ly due to the

This development was large-

impetus given the industry by the Lucas well.

At Spindletop oil was found in a peculiar formation
known as a salt dome, and in the early years of the nineteenth century drilling along other salt domes of the Gulf
Coast went on at a rapid rate.
In 1676 A. R. Roessler had reported that petroleum or
mineral oil caused the water of Sour Lake, Hardin County, to
have its peculiar acid quality.

5a

There were some attempts

Rister, Oil'., 51.

^^ Mineral Resources of the United States. 1901
(Washington, 1902), 529-530.
^^ A. R. Roessler, "Geological Sketch of the oo^r
Lake Region, Hardin County, Texas," Albert Handford's Texas
atate Register for 1676 (Galveston, 1876), 93.
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made in 1693 to find oil in this locality when six or seven
wells were drilled, and although three of these wells produced small amounts of oil, they were abandoned.^^

It re-

mained for experienced oil operators to find the oil underlying this area, and this task was accomplished by J. M.
Guffey and John Galey.
The J. M. Guffey Company began drilling at Sour Lake
in 1901, and at nine hundred feet the drill struck a pocket
of oil, gas and mud."'' Stimulated by this indication of oil,
other companies were soon in the field.

The Galveston Semi-

Weekly News reported on March 10, 1902, under the headline,
"Soiir Lake Gusher," that the Atlantic and Pacific Oil Company had struck oil that gushed to the top of the derrick.°3
By the end of 1903, 450 wells had been completed of which
150 were producers; in their early life some of these wells
flowed as much as twenty thousand barrels a day.^
A second important field was found at Saratoga in

Mineral Resources of the United States. 1903
(Washington, 1904), 676.
62
Mineral Resources. 1901, 579*
Galveston Semi-Weekly News, i^^arch 10, 1902, 6.
°^ Mineral Resources. 1903, 676.
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1902.

A small producer had been drilled in this area in the

fall of 1901, but it was not until the following year that
excitement was generated when it was reported that the Hooks
Number Two well had spouted mud, rocks and water high in the
65
air. -^ A second well, the Tell Number One, flowed five hundred barrels on May 1, and by June there were fourteen locations in the field.

During the year three iron tanks hav-

ing a total capacity of 130,000 barrels were constructed at
Saratoga. '
A third important discovery in the salt domes of the
Gulf Coast reportedly owed its beginnings to a strange set
of circumstances.

Judge ^^-. L. Douglas, an attorney at Beau-

mont, claimed that he had noticed the sky at Sour Lake and
Spindletop was an unusually clear blue, and that when he
walked over the area he would have a peculiar tingling sensation in his feet when standing over a known oil pool.
Douglas walked over parts of Hardin County and convinced his
associates that the place to drill was at Batson irairie,
seven miles west of the nearest producing oil field at

^^ Galveston Jemi-feeklv News. March 17, 190.:^, 6.
Mineral Resources. 1903, 67B.
^7 Ibid.
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Saratoga."^

A well was drilled at the site he chose, and at

660 feet the operators struck oil that flowed an estimated
two thousand barrels a day. ^

The Batson Prairie field pro-

duced over ten million barrels of oil in 1904.'''^
The news of discoveries in the Gulf Coast area poured
in with regularity in the first decade of the twentieth century.

The Matagorda field was opened eighty miles from

Houston in 1904 and had about thirty producing wells by the
end of the year.*^-^ The Humble District, sixteen miles north
of Houston, had two wells at the close of 1904 and marketed
its first oil in January of the next year.'^

Among other

developments along the salt domes was the Jennings field in
Louisiana which was discovered in 1902 and was producing
nearly one million barrels a month by 1905. 3
This tremendous increase in the nation's oil production called for new markets, and they too developed rapidly.

^^ Galveston Semi-Weekly iiews, November 9, 1903, 6.
^^ Ibid.. November 5, 1903, 2.
"^^ ^^^neral Resources of the United States. 1904
(Washington, 1905), 713.
71 Ibid.
72 Ibid., 714.
73 Ibid.
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MAJOR OIL FIELDS ON THii GULF COAST

Sour l*ake
Batson • .
Spindletop
Humble •
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Among the early users of oil for fuel in Texas were the
American Brewery at Houston which installed fo\ir oil burners
in 1901 and reported a saving of thirty-three percent on
fuel, and the Star Flour Mills at Galveston which used oil
for fuel in the same year.74

The iiunset Brick and Tile Com-

pany, Gonzales, the ice factory, oil mill and electric light
works in Brenham, the Hutchins Hotel, Magnolia Brewery and
the Electric Street Railway, all in Houston, and the City
Brewery of San Antonio all used oil in 1901.75
The use of oil in locomotives of the Gulf, Beaumont
and Kansas City Railroad was begun on June 20, 1901, and the
Southern Pacific line announced its exclusive use of petroleum as fuel west of El Paso.7" By 1913 it was estimated
that Texas industrial establishments were using one million
barrels of oil annually.7'
By 1901 two major oil producing areas had been uncovered within the borders of Texas—the Corsicana and the Gulf

7^ Phillips, Texas Petroleum. 60-61.
75 Ibid.
7^ Ibid.
77 w. B. Phillips and S. H. Worrell, The Fuels Used
in Texas (Austin, 1913i, 211.
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Coast districts—and the growing importance of petroleum as
a fuel excited interest throughout the state.

Among those

sharing the excitement were farmers near Henrietta, Clay
County, along the Red River Uplift, for these men had found
oil while drilling water wells.
What may be called the discovery well in the Henrietta
76
diatrict was drilled on the Lockridge farm in 1901.' The
well was drilled for water but at 105 feet stinick a sand in
the red beds of the Permian that showed only oil.79

During

the next year several wells were sunk, and oil was found at
depths from one hundred to three hundred feet.^^

In 1904

the Clay County pool produced 65,455 barrels of oil valued
at forty-seven and one-half cents a barrel, and in 1905 the
area produced about one hundred thousand barrels.^^ Most of
the oil was shipped to the refinery at Corsicana.
The boom caused by this discovery shifted to the little town of Petrolia near Henrietta, and in 1907 a second
commercial product was found when natural gas was hit at 1500

7^ G. H. Bessire, "Clay County Brings in rirst Producer in 1901," Wichita Falls Oil Review (Souvenir :i-ditionj,
May 21, 1926.
79 Ibid.
^^ Mineral Resources. 1904, 715.
^^ Ibid.
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feet. '^ Natural gas had been known earlier to exist in Texas,
but no large-scale commercial exploitation was attempted until the diaeovery in Clay County.

In 1696 the value of nat-

ural gas in Texas was only |765, and the following year it
had increased to |6000.^3
After gas was found in large amounts near Petrolia,
many uses for the product were found.

In 1910 an unusual ex-

periment was conducted using natural gas for fuel on a railroad.

On a short stretch of track belonging to the Kansas

City Southern Railroad an engine was equipped with gas burners which received their fuel from a tank mounted on a flat
car behind the engine.^^

Although it was found that steam

could be raised faster with gas than with oil, the constant
danger to personnel and the fact that the pressure was not
65
high enough caused the experiment to be discontinued. '^
Oil continued to be the chief source of fuel for railroads, but natural gas found a profitable use as a source of
heat in homes throughout Texas. The gas from the Clay

^^ Bessire, "Clay County Brings in First Producer," 4.
^3 Phillips, Texas Petroleum. 7.
^^ Mineral Resources of Jhe United States. 1910, Part
Non-Metals (Washington,
(Washington, I91IT, 321.
Two,, Non-Metals
^5 Ibid.
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County field became the principal supply of this product in
Texas, and in 1912 the two major companies operating in the
field—the Lone Star Gas Company and the North Texas Gas Company—were supplying gas to towns in the surrounding area.^^
The Fort Worth and Dallas gas companies were also purchasing
gas from this field for their respective cities.^7
The discoveries in Clay County caused oilmen to seek
oil in other areas, and a second field in the Red River Uplift was found thirty miles west of Petrolia on the W. T.
Waggoner Ranch near Electra.

Traces of oil were found in

water wells drilled on this ranch between 1900 and 1904, but
Waggoner was interested in finding water for his cattle, not
66
oil.
He refused to lease land to a Pittsburg company in
1906, but three years later he allowed the producers Oil Company to take an option on some of his land."^

This organi-

zation drilled four dry holes before their fifth well came

^ Mineral Resources £f the United States. 1911, Part
Two, Non-Metals (Washington, 19I2T, 311.
^7 Ibid.
"Tom Waggoner Talks of Olden Days," Oil ^nd Gas
Journal. XVIII (April 23, 1920), 64.
^9 Abby Wheelis Cooper, "Electra, A Texas Oil Town,"
The Southwestern Historical Quarterly. L (July, 1946), 46.
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in as a fifty barrel producer in January, 1911.^^ A second
well completed three months later gushed one hundred feet in
the air.91

Other wells were quickly drilled and the town

began to grow as investors, oilmen and the curious came to
Electra.
Oil was discovered at Burkburnett, a small town not
far from Electra, in 1913, and the area was active for some
time; but it was not until 191^ that a bonanza field was
found within the Burkburnett townsite.

In the last week in

July, 1916, the Fewler Oil Company brought in a well on the
north edge of Burkburnett that flowed between 2,500 and 4,000
barrels a day from 1,735 feet.^^

An active drilling cam-

paign commenced that was carried on largely by local companies, and a great many wells were drilled in a small area.
The majority of the wells in the Burkburnett field flowed
from one hundred to five hundred barrels a day, but a few began between one thousand and three thousand barrels a day.93

^^ Mineral Resources. 1911, Part Two, 409.
9^ Ben Donnell. "Oil Well at iilectra, A Wonderful
Gusher," MS in the files of the Wichita Falls Daily Timea.
^^ Mineral Resources of tke United States. 1916, Part
Two, Non-Metals (Washington,"T92lT, 1083.
9^ Ibid.
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By 1919 the field had a cumulative production of forty million barrels.9^
North central Texas was the next section of the state
to experience a major oil boom.

In 1912 test holes for coal

were sunk south of Ranger, Eastland County, and some oil
showings were found at about seven hundred feet; three years
later an oil sand was struck in a well ten miles east of
Ranger.95

A number of wells drilled in Eastland and Step-

hens counties in the next few years yielded no significant
results.
The people of Ranger were convinced that a deep test
would yield oil in commercial quantities, and they interested the Texas Pacific Coal Company which agreed to drill four
tests in the area to 3,500 feet.

The first well was aban-

doned at 3,400 feet after a strong flow of gas had been encountered and a drill bit broke under pressure; the second
test was begun on the J. H. McClesky farm and on October 17,
1917, came in as a 1,700 barrel producer.^o
Following the initial discovery one after another

94 Mineral Resources. 191^, IO63.

95 I b i d .
9^ Ranger Daily Times. 1919-1934 (Fifteenth Anniversary iiidition), 16.
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productive wells were brought in until at the end of the
year producers were scattered over approximately twenty-five
square miles. Within a year and a half the little town of
Ranger grew from a population of one thousand to between
twenty-five and thirty thousand as oilmen from all over the
nation swarmed to the site of the new discovery.97

The Ran-

ger boom was one of the biggest in the history of the petroleum industz*y.
This new field caused an extensive drilling campaign
to begin in north central Texas.

One of the areas to be

drilled, near Breckenridge, had a producing well in 1916,
but after the Ranger discovery more wells were put down and
by the end of 191^ the field had ten producers.9°

As the

oil fever spread throxighout the region new fields were located at Desdemona, Caddo and Eastland.
By the end of the first World V/ar there were four major oil producing areas in Texas:

the Gulf Coast; the Red

River Uplift; the Mexia Fault Zone, of which the Corsicana
field was a part; and the Ranger-Breckenridge area.

In

addition to these sections there were many other regions

97 Oil Trade Journal. IX (September, 1916), 97-9B.
9^ Mneral Resources. 191^, 10B5.
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producing oil in minor amounts.

One of the few remaining

areas of the state having no oil production vrtiatever was the
west Texas-Panhandle region overlying, in part, the Permian
Basin.
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THE FOUR MAJOR OIL PRODUCING AREAS IN T.iXA5 IN 1920
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PlXDUCTION OF PETROLEUM IN TEXAS, 1669-1920
YEAR
1669
1690
1^91
1^92
ld93
1694
1^5
1696
ld97
169^
1699
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
X919
1920

NUMBER OF 42 GALLON BARRELS
4d
54
54
45
50
60
50
1,450
65,975
546,070
669,013
836,039
4,393,658
16,063,000
17,955,000
22,241,000
26,136,000
12,576,000
12,322,000
11,207,000
9,534,000
6,699,000
9,526,000
11,735,000
15,016,000
20,066,000
24,943,000
27,645,000
32,413,000
36,750,000
96,666,000

(Corsicana field)

(Spindletop field)

(Clay County field)

(Ranger and Burkburnett
fields)
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QEOLOQICAL WORK III THE FgRMIAN BASIN
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I.

ORIGIN OF THE PERMIAN BASIN

Apiproatimately two million years ago the earth was in
tha Faleeiolc Era, one of the major time divisions in the

I1

geologic history of this planet.

The latter part of this

era is called the Permian Period,

and it was during this

period that many of the oil bearing formations of west Texas
were laid down.
In the hundreds of thousands of years that made up the
Permian time, mountain ranges were elevated on parts of the
globe; saline deposits were formed in many sections; continents

were uplifted and enlarged; and the shallow seas grad-

ually withdrew from large land areas that they had covered.-^
^ Charles Schuchert and Carl 0. Dunbar, Outlines of
Historical Geology. Fourth Edition (Nev/ Tork, 1941), 14.
^ The name Permian comes from the province of : erm in
northeastern Russia where in I64I the first rermian formations were identified by the British geologist, Murchison.
Raymond C. Moore, Historical Geology U^ew York, 1933), 316.
^ Ibid.
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i great deal of this activity took place in the present United States where rocks of Permian age occur in three
sectional

(1) the northern Appalachian area which was ele-

vated during this time; (2) the Mid-Continent region, including western Ti^caa and eastern New Mexico; and (3) widely
scattered areas in the western part of the continent.^

By

far the largest area of surface outcrops is found in the Mid«
Continent region.
In early Permian time marine conditions probably
existed over all of western Texas and eastern New Mexico.^
Although the main body of the Permian ^ea lay to the southwest of this area, an arm covered the region and extended
i4nto west central Oklahoma and Kansas.

This arm of the

f
I

Permian Sea formed what is known today as the Permian Basin.
In the Llano i^stacado and Trana-Pecos rejiona marine
formations of limestone and some shale and sandstone were
aecumttlating along the shores of this sea, and a little
later red beds were deposited.'

r

Tfeiiiimi I

•iiiMi iiiiM.i •

••

These are the formations

II

^ Moore, Historical Geology. 317.
5 H. W. Hoots, Geology ^ j^ Part of Western Texaa and
Southeastern New Mexico. With ^ Special Reference to Salt
and PotashTwasKlngton. 1925), UZ.

i

'^ Moore, Historical Gep^ftgy, 330.
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that possess a porosity capable of acting as a trap for petroleum.
Toward the close of the Permian epoch the climate became more humid, and as land masses rose, rivers carried
terrestrial and near shore sediments of red muds and sand
that were dropped by the rivers rushing into the sea and
were deposited along the shores.

These sediments covered

and carried with them the organic, petroleum-forming life of
the area, and thus the Permian Basin with its untold riches
was formed «uid awaited man's coming.
II.

GEOLOGICAL EXPEDITIONS IN THE PERMIAN BASIN

Although Coronado had crossed the plains of west
Texas in the sixteenth century searching for the fabled Seven Cities of Cibola, settlement of the area did not come until a few of the more adventuresome ranchers established
homes in the region during the two decades following the
Civil War.

In the time between these two events a few men

traveling through west Texas, and from them came the meagre
amount of information about the geography and geology of the
section.
One of the first publications dealing with the geology

° Hoots, Geology of a Part of Western Texas. 122.
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ef Texas was published in 1649 at Bonn, Germany, by Ferdinand Roemer under the title, "Texas With Observations on Its
Natural History and Geology."9

Although the work shed little

light on the geology of west Texas, this region was covered
in a topographical map of the state which was included in
the work.
The latter half of the nineteenth century found several exploratory expeditions crossing the western part of
Texas.

Some of these groups were accompanied by scientists,

and the notes these men took contain the earliest observations of the geology and geography of the Permian Basin.
George G. Shumard was geologist for the 1652 expedition Colonel Randolph B. h^arcy made along the Red Hiver, and
the scientist viewed the eastern escarpment of the plains at
the mouth of Palo Dure Canyon and followed it to the head of
the canyon.^^

Shumard placed the strata of the Llano i^sta-

cado in the Cretaceous period.

The following year Jules xiar-

cou traveled along the northern escarpment of the plains in
the Texas Panhandle and northeastern New Mexico and concluded
that the rocks he observed on the upper plateau were of

9 s. B. Buckley, First Annual Report of the Geological and Agricultural Survey of Texas' (Houston, 1874), 6.
Marcy, Exploration of the Red itiver. Ap^^endix "D,"
"Remarks on Geology," 156-167.
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Jurassic age.'*••*•
More geological information about the Permian area
was gathered in 1653 and 1654. A boundary survey between
Texas and New Mexico was made in those years under the direction of Major W. H. Emory.

C. C. Parry and Arthur Schott,

scientists connected with the expedition, made geological
observations along the Rio Grande and collected fossils, and
James Hall and T. A. Conrad later studied and reported on
the fossils collected.^
In 1653 the United States Congress made an appropriation for expeditions to survey railroad routes to the Pacific Ocean.

The southernmost of these routes went through

part of west Texas and was laid out by Captain John Pope.
Fossils were gathered by members of the group and were referred to Jules Marcou who wrote a preliminary report on the
specimens.^^

A more complete analysis was done later by

W. P. Blake who reported in 1654 that the outcrops along the
route from Big Spring to the Pecos River were Cretaceous and

^i Hoots, Geology £f a Part of Western Texas. 57.
12
* George Burr Richardson, Report of a Reconnaissance
n Trans-Pecos Texas. North of the Texa's and Pacific Uailway

fluitlHT I5S5T,"Tfr
^^ Ibid.

—

3«

Tha need for more detailed information on the geology
I

I of the atate was realitei
\65$

by»the Texas Legislature, and in

that body, eatablished a geological and agricultural

survey irtiicb was to,be mada by a State Geologist, an Assistant State Geologist and a ehemiat.^^

The salaries for

these offices were set at 13,000 for the first and #1,500
16
for the other two.
Dr, B. F. Shumard, who was appointed
as State Oaologiat, in turn designated his brother. Dr.
George 0. Shumard, as Assistant State Geologist and Dr. Hidd e n as chemist* 17
Rfsuits of the work of this group seem to have been
rather meagre.

In 1659 the counties of Caldwell, Comal,

Hays, McLennan and Rusk were examined, and a partial reconnaissance of southern and eastern Texas was made.

Late in

tha autumn of the same year a trip was maae to Fort Belknap,
and then Dr. Shumard made his only report to the legislature,
a volume consisting of seventeen pages which described the
•4eiw
t*'

^^ Richardson, Report of a Reconnaissance. 13.
^^ Buckley, First Annual Report. 7.
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counties visited and gave an account of the coal field at
Fort Belknap.^^

i

Br. Shumard was removed by Governor Houston in 1660,
and Dr. Francis Meore was appointed State Geologist with a. B. Buckley as assistant. 9

£arly in 1661 these two men;

began a geological trip that took them through a large part
ef north-central and eentral«^west Texas and finally to old
Fort San Saba;
i

to

from this point they returned to Austin only

discover that the legislature had suspended the survey

in April, 1661.^^

A report of the work accomplished on this

ajipedition was published in 1674*
Due to the wildness of the country and its inhabitants, very little geological information was gathered about
west Texas

prior to the Civil War, and the outbreak of this

cenfliftt stopped what little work was being done.

It was

not until after the Indians who roamed this section were put
on reservations following the Red River wars of the 1670's
s"

that expeditions ventured into west Texas.

During this per-

r

iod which lasted from about 1660 to 1666 two papers represent
the geological work done: an article published by J. P.
ltilllll»ilMi

M(W

^^ Buckley, First Annual Report. 9
^9 Ibid.. 11.
^^ Ibid.. 12.
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Kiaball in 1669 on the geology of western Texas, and a report by W. P. Jenney on inventigatlens that he made in the
Franklin Mountains.^^
Although little organised geological work was done
in west Texas for about twenty?-eight years, one source of
limited information about the area lies in pamphlets published by individuals, immigration societies and various
gasetteers.

These publications must be viewed with a ques-

tienlng eye since they were designed to interest people in
aettling in Texas, but they do contain some useful facts
about the geology of the country^

Repreaentative of this

type of work are Albert Handford's Texas State Register for
1676 and D. W. C. Baker's Texas Scrabbook of 1675.
A state geological survey was established in 1666,
and after this date systematic work wae done by both Texas
and the federal government in regard to west Texas. The
same year that the Texas Geological and Mineraloglcal Survey was established E. T. Dumble, State Geologist, made a
22

first report of progress.

The only reference made to the

possibility of petroleum existing in the western part of the
21 Richardson, Report 2L £ Reconnaissance. 16.
22

I

* E. T. Dumble, First Report of Progress of the Geo«
logical and Mineraloglcal purvey of Texas (Austin. 1SS9).

1. L
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itate was

a statement that gas had been found in several

wells drilled for water or coal in the area, but such indications had been Ignored.^^
A second report of progress by the survey in I69I included an article on west Texas by W. H. Von Streeruwitx."^^
Although there was no mention of petroleum in the report, an
introductory note by ?on Streeruwitz contains interesting
observations concerning the difficulty of making such a survey in this area. The only possible manner of securing help
in the west was by engaging the first and best men willing
to take employment.

Cooks and drivers could not be brought

from the east since they had to have a familiarity with camp
life, a knowledge of the country, and an aptitude and willingness to undergo any kind of hardship.
Respite the hardships involved, a considerable amount
of geological work was done in the Permian area during the
last decade of the nineteenth century.

A paper, "A Geolog-

ical Suarvey of the Concho Country, State of Texas," by W. F.
Cummins and Dr. Otto Larch appeared in American Geology in

23 Dumble, First Report of Progress. 52.
^^ Dumble, Second Report of Progress. 20.
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1890.

''''"
Tom Green, Coke and Irion counties in west Texas

e^sprlaed tha "Concho Country** • The work gave a

suBssary of

&»f«rmatien on the Texas Permian that had been gathered previously, and the author divided the Permian into three for- j
matiena—Wichita, Clear Fork and Double Mountain.^^

Cumiuins

IbTftveled over the area again in the next two seasons, adding
to the knowledge of the geology of west Texas.
Charles A. White made a geological trip across the
western part of the state in 1691 and in a United States Geo<*
logical Survey Bulletin showed the Permian age of some of the
iitrata studied in the region. "

The first detailed work

daaling with the stratigraphy of the Texas Cretaceous—covering parts of the Permian Basin—was that of Taff in I69I and
1692, and the following year R. 3, Tarr discussed the physi26
cal geography of the section.
Robert T. Hill applied the term, Permian, to formations
found in the Trans-Pecos region of Texas in an I667 article,
and in 1900 he compiled all the available data on the physical

25 Hoots, Geology of £ 1 art of 'estern Texas, 57, and
W. P. Bently, The Geology ^f Coke County (Austin. 1916J, 13.

2^ iMi
27
' Charles A. White, The Texas Permian and Its Mesoyoic Tvpes Qf, Fossils (Washington, is91), 8.
26
Hoots, Geology of a rart of Western Texas. 58.
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^9iwtmpkf

tff Texas, eastern lew Mexico, southern Oklahoma,

naatem Arkansas and western Louisiana, based to a U r g e ex-ieat onhia personal ob8ervatioas.'^9 j^^ 1900 also W. D.
Johnson completed work on-tbe origin,tstructure and water
sources on*the High Plaina, western Texas, western Oklahoma '^
and western Kansas.^^
^ ^ It is fitting that the first year of the twentieth
century saw the gathering of a great deal of geological infermation about western Texas, for this was the year of the
Spindletop discovery which brought In a new period in oil
history and introduced the century of the greatest techno- ^
logical advances of all time; oil was to play a major role
in these improvements. Until the turn of the century petrole\im had not had a great deal of importance for geologists.
Most of the work referred to above dealt with the structure
and geography of the region or viewed the area for possible
evidences of coal or other minerals. Mentions of petroleum
29 Robert T. Hill, The Present Condition of Knowledge
S£ ihe GeoJlQ^y fif Texas (Washiagton, 1887), 7.
^^ Willard D. Johnson, "The High ilains and Their Utilization," begun in Annual Reports of the Department of the
Interior for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1900, TwentvItOt^.^'^M^^,ftgiport of the United Stages Geologjcari^ev.
Part IV (Washington,n[93I7, 599-741, and concluded in the
Twenty-Second Annual Report of the United States Geological
Survey. Part lV(Washington,^9527, 63^-667:
^""'^^

r>s:C

Iw"

U
•i>'i.

to theae^papiNPS eaiuiist mainly ef references to oil seeps, i
»**«•» of gaa orfpetroleum in water wells and asphalt or tar
iNfMita*

After, the diacovexy of the fabulous well at Beau-

aM^tii^^|e#legiata became more interested in finding oil-bearing fi^rmationa beneath the surface, and the Texas Permian was
atitdied in the hnpe of locating oil indications.
William Battle Phillips became director of the Texas
Qe#legieal Survey in 1900, and under his direction a number
ofrbulletins on the geology of west Texas were published.
Among the articles written by Phillips were ones on Texas
petroleum, asphalt in the state, and the fuels used in Texaa*
l^e federal government was also carrying on work in the Permian

area in 1901, and in a United States publication George

I. Adams wrote of various oil seepages in west Texas.^^
Settlement of the western section of Texas after 1900
brought a greater amount of information about the area.

A-

mong the articles published was one by Sidney i alga on the
mineral resources of the Llano-Burnet region of central Texas
that served as a basis for future work further west.

31 George I. Adams, Oil and Gas Fields of the Western
Ii^terior i M Mon^^ern l e x p Co^ITe^sureff and jgf j ^ Uppcr
Cretaceous ang Tertiary of the Western Gulf Coast T^'ashing-

ton, 1901),"75.
32 Sidney Paige, Mineral Hesources of the Llaao-Burnet
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Several men explored the Llane Estacado and other sections
of west Texas in 1914 and 1915:

E. C. Case discussed the

Permian and Triassic formations between Wichita Falls, Texas,
and Las Vegas, New Mexico; C. L. Baker studied the geology
of the northern Llano Estacado, mainly in connection with
the water sources of that part of the High Plains; and J. A.
Udden wrote two papers concerning the stratigraphy of the
sub-surface Permian of the High Plains of Texas and eastern
New Mexico.^^
The use of Immense quantities of petroleum during
World War I showed scientists the value of this mineral resource, and during and immediately following the war geologists began seeking oil in the Permian Basin.

In a 1916

bulletin R. A. Liddle indicated the possibility of the existence of commercial oil deposits in Pecos and Crockett
counties.^^

In the next year J. A. Udden discussed the oil

bearing formations of Texas, and J. W. Beede wrote of the
oil showings and structure of the red beds of Coke County in

Region. Texas. With An Account of the Pre-Cambrian Geology
(Washington, 19IIT7 "55•
^^ Hoots, Geology of. a Part of Western Texas. 59.
^^ R. A. Liddle, The Marathon Fold and Its Influence
on Petroleum Accumulation (Austin. 1918), 11-13•
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1919.^^

Dan L. Garrett reported on his study of the oil

possibilities of eastern New Mexico in a 1920 article in the
bulletin of the American Association of Petrolexim Geologists.^^
The above references to bulletins and articles serve
but to indicate a small portion of the geological surveys
made in west Texas and eastern New Mexico by the state and
federal governments by 1920. Although this work greatly increased the knowledge of the formations beneath the arid
soil of the Permian Basin, the concensus of opinion of the
experts was that there could be little hope of finding petroleum in commercial quantities in the region.

The sum of

the information gathered was negative in that most of the
reports concluded that the Permian strata underlying the
area were incapable of forming the necessary traps to catch
oil.

To the geologist's eye there were no indications of

the vast wealth in oil that the Permian Basin was to yield.

35 J. A. Udden, "Oil Bearing formations in Texas,"
Bulletin of the American Association of Petroleum Geologists.
ill (January-December. 19i9), 95, andT. W. Beede, "Notes on
the Structures and Oil Showings in the Red Beds of Coke County, Texas," Bulletin of the American Association of Petroleum Geologists. Ill T7anuary-December, 1919), llFT
^" Dan L. Garrett, "Stratigraphy and structure of
Northeastern New ^lexico," Bulletin of the American Association of Petroleum Geologists. iV (January-December. 19^0).
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THE APPROXIMATE BOUNDARY OF THE PERMIAN BASIN

CHAPTER III
PRE-COM^IERCIAL PERMIAN BASIN OIL ACTIVITIES
In the vast area of the Permian Basin, covering much
of western Texas and eastern New Mexico, no commercial oil
discoveries had been made prior to 1920. A part of the region was covered by large ranches, the owners of which considered water for their stock much more important than oil.
Great tracts of this west Texas land was owned by the University of Texas, but the school had little hope of ever
gaining much wealth from the holdings since most of it was
semi-arid and thought to be worthless.
Experts who had studied the area said that the Permian gave little promise of oil production;^ so by 1920
neither the farmers and ranchers living in the western part
of the state nor geologists who had done work in the region
suspected the existence of the wealth that lay under the
arid land of the Permian Basin.

But by 1940 the west Texas

area had produced over one billion barrels of oil, and in
1945 alone yielded 175,224,000 barrels of crude petroleum
from 17,630 wells over approximately two hundred separate

^ Udden, "Oil Bearing Formations in Texas," 95.
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pools.^
Although this tremendous development was to take
place in only two decades following the first commercial
discovery of petroleum, a great deal of work was done over a
considerable period of time leading up to that original successful well.

The first wells drilled in the Permian Basin

were put down in the hope of finding water.

These early at-

tempts were important in the accumulation of geological in-^
formation about the region, for they increased the geologist's
knowledge of the sub-surface formations and stratigraphy of
the Permian Basin.
Among the first records of wells drilled in west Texas are reports of two wells sunk to about 1,050 feet by Captain John Pope ten miles east of the mouth of Delaware Creek
where the Pecos River crosses the Texas-New Mexico border.^
After making a survey across the region in 1653, Captain
Pope returned two years later accompanied by Dr. G, G.

2
*• A. Beeby-Thompson, Oil-Field Exploration and Development . A Practical Guide for Oil-Field Prospectors and
Operators .""With Vi?hich Is Incorporated a Discussion of the
Origin and Distribution of Petroleum, and Notes on UilField Legislation and Sfustoms. 2 vols. (London. T550), I,
XXXV.
^ G. B. Richardson, "Salt, Gypsum and I'etroleum in
Trans-Pecos Texas," Contributions to Economic Geology in
1904 (Washington, 1905), 581.
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Sbumard te nake an artesian well experiment.^

The attempt

wee a failure since no, water was found, and there were no
hydrocarbons reported in the wells.
^^.

Another well, drilled a short time later in New Mex-

ic© by the United States Army, was also unsuccessful,^ but
during the latter half of the nineteenth century water wells
•

I

began to dot the landscape of west Texas; and traces of oil
axid gas were found in some of these wells.

Among those giv-

ing indications of the presence of petroleum were wells
drilled near Pecos, Texas, and early in the twentieth century attempts were made to find oil in that locality.
For several years prior to 1900 people living near
Pecos had noticed that occasionally the Pecos River would
be about half covered with oil.

In 1901 cowmen searching

for water had dug wells at various sites nearby and had
struck lubricating oil, though not in paying quantities.'
Other oil indications were found about fifty-five rriles
south of iecos where oil "oozed up out of the ground" and
could be collected by digging a small hole and putting a can

4 Richardson, Report of a Reconnaissance. 13^ Rupert Nerval Richardson, Texas, The Lone Star
State (New Tork, 1943), 319.
^ Delles Morning News, March 2, ISOl, 3.
^ Ibid.

• ^
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i
im it; witldUi a fiir teure the ean would be f i U e d with ell*^
ilMr tlile i^i seep was a tale grewth, a plant peculiar to - |
tlie eountry, whichi when set on fire, would sometimes b u m
fto weeka#^i Peti^leum taken frem oil aaepa in this area had
prevlded lubricant a for windmills and wagon wheels for sev-

U-

It HMUi saeh surface indications that attracted the

attention ef capitalists in Kl Faae, Taxaat i^e had some ef
the ell tested and then bought several sections of land en
which they planned to prospect for o i l * ^

Among these pro*

epeeters were Dr* W. T. Book of Pennsylvania and W. £. Day*
reet ef Lea Angeles^ both of whom were wealthy oil men ac12

cording to the Dallas Morning News report •''^ They had been
drilling wells for some time in the vicinity of El Paso and
planned to drill five wells in the Pecos Valley area on the
newly acquired leases v*^^ Two other companies were organised
^ Dallas Morning News. March 2, 1901, 3.

9

Ibid

10 Ibid.
^^ Dallas Morning News. April 24, 1901, 4
^

Ibid.

^'^ Ibid.

^z
in 1901 to drill wells near Doming, I^ew kexico,^ but none
of the attempts made to find oil at this time were successful.
A geological publication of the United States Government in 1904 said that the hope of petroleum being found in
the Trans-Pecos region had been held for many years by reeldents of the area.^^

In Pecos, Reeves and ^1 Paso counties

there were various signs to be found indicating that oil
might lie beneath the ground:

bituminous limestones, sand-

stones and shales that gave a strong odor on being struck
with a hammer outcropped in various places; globules of oil
were found in the water of several wells; oil seeped from
the earth in some areas; and small quantities of petroleum
16
were found in wells drilled for oil.
Such signs caused prospectors to put down wells in
west Texas between 1901 and 1905.

In a 1,2U0 foot well

drilled near Fort Stockton a little gas, oil and sulphur

^^ Delias Morning News. April xd4, 1901, 4.
^^ Richardson, "Salt, Gypsuni ana Petroleun," 56O.
^6 Ibid.
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were found, but not in paying quantities.^7

i^ ^902 a well

was drilled to a depth of 1,500 feet four miles west of
Carlsbad, New Mexico, and small amounts of gas and oil were
16
reported.'*-*' In the same year a well about twenty-five miles
northeast of Van Horn on the east slope of the Delaware
Mountains was drilled to 916 feet.^9

This well, the Aden,

was put down mostly through Permian limestones in a search
for water.^^

The Aden well, and many like it, had no show-

ings of oil, but such attempts gave more complete information about Permian formations and further convinced oilmen
that these formations would not yield oil.
The Toyah Basin, which is included in the Permian Basin and in which are located Toyah and Pecos, Texas, was the
site of the most extensive search for petroleum in this early period.

An artesian well drilled to 632 feet through un-

consolidated materials struck water that contained consider21
able hydrogen sulphide, but no oil was reported.^-^ ./ells
17 Richardson, "Salt, Gypsum and Petroleum," 58I.
^^ Ibid.
"^^ Ibid.
^^ Ibid.. 5^2.
^^ Mineral Resources. 1901, 531.
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annk in th« Teyah vicinity by £1 Paso companies nearly all
atruek water between one hundred and three,hundred feet and
1
found traces ef ell, and drilling was continued in the area
in the hepe ef finding oil in paying quantities .^^
lit

Traeee of ell were found in the Casey and Ross wella^

twelve and fifteen sdlee northwest ef Pecos, but the petro*
leun wee cased off and water from the wells was used for watering stock•^^

Other wells drilled around the turn of the

century fumiehed evidences of the poasibility of oil being
imuaA in the Permian Basin:

traces of ell were discovered

in the Tinnin well near Cottonwood Draw, twenty miles northwest ef Teyah; petroleum was found in the Burnt Spring near
Toyah and in a few ether localities; and small amounts of
natural gas were found in a twenty-one foot bore hole in the
sulphur area northwest of Rustler Spring.^^
The first discovery of oil in any appreciable amount
was made in the region northwest of Toyah where so many indications previously had been located.

Early in 1903 J. D.

Leatherman reported that he had struck oil in a well about
22 Richardson, "Salt, Gypsum and Petroleum," 5^1.
23 Ibid.. 532.
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25
fifteen miles from toyah; '^ Oil was said to occur in unconsolidated materials and to have risen to within thirty feet
26
of the top of the 170 foot hole.
Some of the oil from
thii^ well w«»s sold in the winter of 1903*1904 In Pecos for
27
lubricating windmills. ' An analysis of this petroletim was
made by 0. H. Palm for the University of Texas Mineral Sxurvey,
and on the basis of this report the California Company sank
a well in the fall of 1903 about one and a quarter miles
26
from the Leatherman well.*^^ Poor results in this attempt
cauaed the company to choose a new site, but this was also
abandoned in 1905.'^^
Despite the conclusions drawn by geologists concerning the oil posaibilities of the Permian Basin, wildcatters
continued to drill wells in the area.

Gil indications had

^onTlnced niany people that petroleum would be found eventually, so prospecting continued.

The citizens of Robert i:i. Lee,

Texas, foriwed a local company, the Robert E. Lee Oil Company,
and in 1904 drilled

the Stroud Number One well to 3,266 feet

25 Tait, The Wildcatters. 130.
26 Richardson, "Salt, Gypsum and letroieum," 56<:.
^'^ Tait, The Wildcatters. 130.
2^ Richardson, "Salt, Gypsum and Petroleum," 5^3.
^^ Ibid.
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without finding oil.^*^ A little later the Kuteman Number
One well was put down at Nolan City, fifteen miles north ef
the Stroud well, but it was also unsuccessful.^^

In May,

1905.another part of the Permian Basin became active when
small amounts of petroleum were discovered in wells near
Dayton, New Mexico.^2
Traces of oil and gas had been found for some time in
artesian wells drilled in eastern New Mexico, and the finds
in 1905 caused a good deal of excitement.

A few years later

in 1909 and 1910 a new interest was kindled in the area when
oil indications were discovered in unusual quantities: natural gas was hit in the ilatt well near Dayton, and oil was
struck in th^ Belt well two and one-half miles east of Dayton,'''' In the Old Hammond or Brown well oil was found between 911 and 926 feet.-^^

Although it was impossible to

case off the water completely, the owner, Charles S. Brown,

30 Hoots, Geology of a Part of Western Texas. 67.
3iibia.
32 Mineral Resources of the United states. 1905 (Washington, 1906), 862.
33 0. B. Richardson, "Petroleum Near Dayton, New Mexico," C9ntributions to Economic Geology in 1912. rart Two,
Mineral Fuels (Washington, 1^14)> 136.
3^ Ibid.

4t
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said that h# was able t<^ produce twenty-five barrels of oil
a day fromi eight hundred barrels of fluid by the use of a
a^iries of settling tanks i^ich separated the oil from the j
35 •
water.'''^ Oil from the Brown well was sold in New Mexico for
ftiel and for smudging orchards.
j
^^^

Citiseas of Dayton, encouraged by the report of oil

in the Brown well, organised a local association called the
Giant Oil and Gas Company which sunk a well near Dayton in
i-

1910 to 1,116 feet without finding oil or gas.3^

Interest

continued however, and it was decided to drill a deeper test,
but this new well never materialised.

Two other companies,

the Pecos Valley Oil and Gas Company and the Dayton 1etrc''<^

yfi*v,-

leum Company were formed, and in 191^ both drilled wells

y:

without success.

A test was also started by the Seven Kiv-

ers Oil and Gas Company in 1913 but was abandoned due to
lack of funds.3'
The fate of the Seven Elvers Company was typical of
many of the companies that were organized locally after an
oil find had been made.

Groups of citizens, eager to share

in the profits but having no knowledge of the oil business.

35 Kichardson, "Petroleum Near Dayton," 13o
3^ Ibid.. 13737 Ibid.

• t

.1

•••'

•
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would organise a company and begin to drill a well. As
funds ran short and no,oil was found, interest in the project would lag, and the well would be abandoned.
:f^%'

Several wells were sunk in the Pecos Valley between

Reswell, New Mexico, and Fort Stockton, Texas, in the period
before World War I, but none of them were commercially successful.

Drilling activity in Reeyes County near Toyah in

1910.revealed small quantities of oil at shallow depths, and
'''''
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in 1913 wells were still being drilled in that area.
deep tests were made in this period:

Two

the iroducers Oil Com-

pany sank a hole to two thousand foet near Toyah, and a well
almost throe thousand feet deep was drilled at Roswell.^^
Between 1914 and 1920 prospectors continued to drill
throughout the Permian Basin, and there were sore indications
that oil might be found.

Deep tests near Sheffield in Fecos

County and near San Angelo had traces of petroleum, a;id at
least one f^eologist felt that a well ca riea to four thousand
feet TTfight be successful.^
Mineral Resources of the United 3tat^s. 1S13, ^art
II, Non-i^etals (Washington, I5l4), IO46.
3^ Richardson, "iretroleum i^ear Dayton," 137.
^^ Liddle, The Marathon Fold and Its Influence. 13.
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A great amount of geplogical information about the
Pernian Basin had been gathered by 1920. The work of geologists and knowledge of the area learned from wells drilled
Si,

had furnished most of this information.

It was mainly in-

forpation of a negative sort, for no coBomercial discoveries
,had been made.

Although the oil fraternity remained convin-

l^ced that the Texas Permian would not produce appreciable ajmounts of oil, surface indications and traces of petroleum
in wells caused many people to prospect for petroleum.
' 1 . ^ J •.
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OHAPTKR IV
OOmERCIAL OIL DlSCOTmiES IN THE PERMIAN BASIN
$^^m.X

^ ^.^^^r

I.

THS WKSTBROOK FIELD

By 1920 the stage had been set for the discovery of
the first commercial oil well in the Permian Basin. For
over half a century scientists had studied the formations
and rocks in the western section of the state and wildcatters had been drilling wells in this area for nearly the
same length of time; yet no oil was being produced In the
Permian Basin.

Traces of oil and gas had been found in

some of the wells, and promising surface outcrops had been
found in many paz*ts of the area, but neither of these indications of the presence of petroleum led to the first commercial discovery in the region.

Rather it was a matter of

chance; pure wildcatting based on hope was responsible for
opening this area to oil production.
In 1920 3teve Owens, general field c-anager of the
Underwriters Producing Company, was obligated to drill a
wildcat on leases northwest of .Westbrook, ^iitchell County,

^ Walter A. Ver Wiebe, Oil Fields in the Unitea
States (New York, 1930), 427.
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f
if

2
fexas. V Owens is reported to have told teamster Watt Collier
.••.1

to pick a spot for the well that would give Sari Morrison, I
owner of nearby land, an offset; a few days later L. W. Saniiisky, a Colorado City Attorney, Collier and ^Morrison went
out to the site of the lease, climbed a small hill and located the approximate corner of the land.3

"The whole prairie

was a sea of mud," Collier said in an interview, "and it
took us two days to build a road to the spot.

I found the

corner of the lease and stepped off 155 yards and drove a
stob."^

Thus unceremoniously the site of the Texas and Pac-

ifiers Number One Abrams well was chosen.
Rain continued to fall during the early days of 1920,
and when Collier bought a new wagon and hired an extra team
to move the boiler cut to the well site, the wagon bogged
down in the mud of the field.^

It took two weeks to get the

boiler out to the lease, for each time the wagon got stuck
Collier would wait for the mud to dry, and as he would start
to move the rain would begin again.

Finally the wagon was

2 Tom Jay Goes II, •»01d Oil Wells, Like Soldiers,
Sometimes Fade Away," Drill Bit. II (October, 1954), 53.
^ Ibid.
^ Interview, Watt Collier to C. C. Rister, Colorado
City, December 26, 194^*
^ Ibid.
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abandoned, and the boiler was skidded to the well site.
On February 6, 1920, the well was spudded in using a
cable tool rig, and at five hundred feet the drill struck
the first oil found in commercial quantities in the Permian
Basin.

Since this oil had a high salt content, the five

hundred foot sand was cased off and the well was continued
to 2 , 4 ^ feet where it was completed on March 5, 1920, as a
ten barrel producer.^
Before the well was completed Owens appeared in Colorado City with several bottles of oil and reported that the
well was bailing about thirty barrels of oil a day.^

This

was all that was needed to cause excitement in the small
west Texas town, and the headlines of the Colorado City paper
reported, "Oil in Mitchell County....The Golden Flood Is
Struck."^

The editor was unduly optimistic, for the West-

brook field was never to be a major producer.
The second well in the field was begun in May, 1920,
6
AmericanAmerican
Association
of Petroleum
Geologists,
qf Typical
Oil Fields.
^ Symposium
on theStrucRelac»T~
Olf .

accumulation to StructureT 2 v o l s . (TuTsa, 1929),

^ Ibid.
The Colorado Record. August 25, 1939, sec. 2, 1;
The Texas'^ur and Dickens Item. July 9, 1920, 1.
^ Ibid.
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using oil from the discovery well as fuel for the boiler,
and was abandoned at 440 feet after testing a shallow showing.

It was later used as a water well.

The third well,

the Morrison Number Two, was spudded in in October, 1920,
and was completed the following January at 2,425 feet by
the Underwriters Company.^^

The initial production was fif-

teen barrels, but soon the well settled to a three barrel
pumper and was deepened to a lower horizon called the Morrison sand.^2

fhe well was completed at 2,972 feet in the

spring of 1921 and flowed by heads at the rate of about fifty barrels a day, but after some water trouble was encountered the well was put on pump and had an initial production
10
AAPG, Structure of Typical American Oil Fields. I,
264.
^^ Ibid.
The Morrison sand was so named from the fact that
it was first found in the Morrison well. The formations exposed near the Westbrook field are mostly red and gray sandstones and red shales of Triassic age. These formations
have a depth of about five hundred feet, and underlying them
is the Permian series. The Permian formation from five hundred to 2,200 feet is placed in the Double iountain epoch.
From 2,200 to 3,200 feet it is Clear Fork; from 3,200 to
4,200 feet, Wichita. The 2,400 foot pay in the discovery
well occurs near the Double Mountain-Clear Fork contact. The
Morrison sand, a brown dolomitic limestone, occurs near the
base of the Clear Fork. The field itself lies on a nearly
flat plain with occasional small hills rising above the general level. Small intermittent streams drain eastward into
the Colorado River. Ibid., 265>-267.
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Thto wall eauaed even more interest than had the dia-

eoTory well, and on February 22, 1922, school was turned out,
and the whole town of Colorado City went to Westbrook to see
the Norriaoa "guaher."^

Thia oil field had at last con-

\

•Ineed oilmen that the Permian of western Texas could yield
ell, and Colorado City experienced a boom as oil scouts,
lease brokers and others connected with the oil industry
moved to the small town.
In December, 1922, the holdings of the Underwriters
Company were sold to the California Company which drilled
several wells, mostly in northeast and southwest extensions
15
from the Morrison Number Two« ^ The majority of these wells

^3 AAPG, Structure ^f Typical American Oil Fields>
I, 264*
^^ Goss, "Old Oil Wells," 59.
^^ It is interesting to note that within about two
years of the discovery of oil in west Texas a major company,
the California, had purchased the largest holdings in the
field. The California Company is known today as Standard
Oil of Texas.
The third well drilled in the field was the LeSure
Number One and was spudded in on April 15, 1922. Its total
depth was 3,070 feet and the initial production was fifty
barrels* This well extended the field about one mile southwest.
The Texas and Pacific's Abrams Number Two, offsetting
the Morrison Number Two was begun April 22, 1922, and completed November ii2, 1922 as a fifteen barrel pumper at 3,174
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were completed as pumpers, producing from fifty to 150 barrels a day.^^

Two pay zones were found, one at 2,400 feet

and the second at about three thousand feet.^^
Mitchell County was to be the scene of a second oil
discovery when the Magnolia Petroleum Company opened the latan field in August, 19251*^

The two Mitchell County pools

were never large producers—the cumulative production of the
county being only eighteen million barrels by 1954**but the
fields produced steadily, and in 1954 the discovery well in

feet. This production was later increased to thirty and
then sixty barrels when reconditioned by the California Company.
The Smart Number One, drilled by Sam Sloan et al.,
was started December 2. 1922, and finished April lT7 l923,
at a total depth of 2,930 feet with an initial production of
150 barrels. After production had declined considerably the
well was deepened to 3,030 feet and reconditioned September
2, 1923, as a 150 barrel pumper. This well extended the
field one mile northeast from the discovery well.
The C. F. Kelsey et al., Badgett Number One was spudded in on November 11, 1^2 and completed January 2, 1924,
as a fifty barrel pumper at 3,064 feet. This extended the
field five miles northeast from the Morrison Number Two.
In 1926 there were seventy-seven producing wells in
the Westbrook field with a total daily production of 3,400
barrels, making an average daily production of about fortyfive barrels per well. AAPG, Structure of Typical American
Oil Fields, 264-265.
^^ Ibid., 265.
^7 Ibid., 266.
^^ Rister, Oill, 266,
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the Weatbrook tield was atlll producing. ^^

The Morrison

^Number Twa regained as one of the best wells in the field,
producing about 120,000 barrels of oil by 1929 when it was
Still makiiig forty barrels a day."^^

By 1937 the Westbrook

Field had a total recovei*y of 7,^69,143 barrels and was
producing nine hundred barrels a day from 123 wells.'^^
:.

Even though these Mitchell County fields were not

major oil discoveries, they played an important part in the
petroleum development of the Permian Basin.

The finding of

oil, even in minor quantities, spawns a widespread search
for new pools, and the search went on throughout west Texas
after the original discovery had been made.
It was to be three years from the first commercial
oil find in the area until the first field of major importance was uncovered, but the V/estbrook Field had shown the
geologists and others who had predicted that the rermian
would never yield oil that western Texas was capable of producing petroleum in paying amounts.

The area having b^en

opened to oil exploration by the Mitchell County discovery,

^^ i^ort Worth Star Telegrar. April 4, 1954, sec. 1. 16.
2^ AAPG, Structure of Typical American Oil Fields. I,
264 •

21 The Oil Weekly. UXXVl, No. 6 (July 19, 1937), 122.
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the scramble for oil properties was on.
II.

THE BIG LAKS FIILD

One of the outstanding figures in the discovery of oil
throughout the United States has been the wildcatter.

This

man drills a well where no oil previously has been found and
often where there are no surface indications that petroleum
mig^t be present*

Thus have many new oil fields been dis-

covered on the faith or hope of the wildcatter.

The Big

Lake Field was uncovered in such a manner, and the leading
personality in its discovery was Rupert P. Ricker.
World War I revealed to all nations the importance of
oil in a modern world.

Ships and land vehicles were powered

by petroleum products, and aviation was beginning to develop
as a means of transportation and was using oil products for
power.

Spurred on by this and by the success of the Ranger

and Westbrook oil fields, prospectors were seeking oil
throughout western Texas after the end of the war.
During 1920-1921 Reagan County was suffering from a
severe drought, and to Rupert Ricker, recently discharged as
an army Captain, there seeded little future for a lav>fyer in
the little west Texas town of Big Lake.*^

^^ Rister, Oiil, 267.

He soon discovered
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that Reagan was one of the few counties in the western part
of the atate in which no oil prospecting was being carried
on, and he thought that oil mi|^t be found there also.
Eicker enlisted the aid of several businessmen in Big
Spring, among others P. 0. Stokes, and in 1921 leased 431•360
acres of land owned in fee by the University of Texas in
2.1

Reagan, Irion, Crockett and Upton counties* -^ Difficulties
soon arose, for by state law Ricker had only thirty days to
24
pay the ten cents an acre rental, a total of #43,136.
About this time Frank Pickrell, who had served under
Ricker during the war, and Haymon Krupp of El Paso arrived
in Big Lake seeking leases on which to drill.'^^ They took
over the leases that Ricker had, assuring him a small profit,
and i>r* Hugh Tucker, their geologist, selected the site for
the first well.

According to one report the well was

christened by Pickrell who climbed to the top of the rig and
broke a bottle on the structure, naming the well the Santa
Rita Number One, a name which had been chosen by a nun in

23 Interview, Charles I3. Beyers to C. C. Hister at
Texon, May 27, 1946.
^^ The O U Weekly. XXIX, No. 10 (June 2, 1923), 25
2^ Ibid.
26 Ibid.
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27
11 Paao.

The well site was within the present city limits

of Texon, ten miles west of Big Lake and Just north of the
Orient Railroad.^^
The Texon Oil and Land Company, whic^ drilled the well,
had offices at SI Paso and New Tork City and was capitalized
at #2,000,000| the officers were Haymon Krupp, president;
Frank T. Pickrell, First Vice President and General Manager;
John M* Wyatt, Second ?ice President; and Silas G. Krupp,
Secretary, all of El Paso.^^ This organization was the
first to drill for oil in Reagan County.
Carl a. Cromwell, a veteran cable tool driller, was employed by Pickrell, and in June, 1922 the Santa Rita Number
One was spudded in.3^

Cromwell, who had worked on derrick

floors in California, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania and West Virginia, prepared for a long stay by building a house near the
well site for his wife and child.3^

Due to the loneliness

of the location it was difficult to keep a crew together.

2^ San Angelo Standard Times. May 26, 1933, sec. 3, 14.
26
Interview, Beyers to Rister. The Orient is today a
part of the Santa Fe Railroad systemi i .
2Q

*^ H. H. King, "Two More Pumpers for Reagan County Pool,"
The Oil Weekly. XXXII, No. 5 (January 26, 1924), 36.
3^ Ibid.
^^ Ibid.

if
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and'eow^eye were occasionally employed.^"^

Crawford Still-

wagon was the tool dresser when the well was begun, but he
soon left and was replaced by Will Hale.^^

i;

When Hale quit

Bee Locklin was hired and remained with Cromwell until the
well was completed.3^
I

I

fI Beeauae of the shortage of labor, Cromwell was forced
to do much of the work himself.

At times he would work for

eeveral days without going to bed, sleeping in cars at the
well site or on the derrick floor.^^

During 1922 the well

made 2,600 feet of hole, and it soon became the Joke of the
countryside I farmers and cowboys would stop to laugh at the
"Big Swede" /"CromwellJ7 and his crew of cowboys.^
On Monday, May 26, 1923, as Mrs Cromwell was preparing
breakfast in the three room, unpainted house that her husband had built 125 yards from the well, she heard a noise
like the buzzing of a rattlesnake and saw a column of black

32 Bus Barfield, Claude Lyle, Charlie and Jeaf Hickok,
Jim Schooler and Jess Kuykendall were some of the cowboys
employed. Rister, Oill, Z^B.
^^ Ibid.
34 San Angelo standard Times. I ay ^B, 1933, sec. 3, 14.
35 Ibid.
^^ Ibid.

i^_
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•moke rising

37 Croianrell had been drilling
from the well*-^'

the well for two years and did not get excited when he heard
his wife call; so the first part of the initial thirty min
ute flow of oil was going over the derrick when Cromwell
reached the front door.

This oil had been struck at 3,053

feet the day before and only two feet of the pay had been
drilled when Cromwell told the crew to pull the fire from
the boiler and take the rest of the day off ."^

Drinking a

cup of coffee in lieu of his usual large breakfast, Cromwell
instructed his wife not to give anyone information concerning
the well and rushed to Big Lake to complete a deal that had
been pending on a large body of ranch lands near the well.'^'^
Only a few inquisitive cowboys asked about the petroleum that had sprayed the ground for about 250 yards north
of the well, and Mrs. Cromwell told them that the well had
LQ

a showing of oil.

The well flowed two more times on the

twenty-eighth, and twice on the twenty-ninth before Cromwell
returned from Big Lake accompanied by Frank Pickrell.^

37 San Angelo standard Times. hay 26, 1933, sec. 3, 14.
3^ King, "Two More Pumpers," 35.
39 San Angelo Standard Times, May 26, 1933, sec. 3, 14.
^^ Xbld.

mt.
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Production from the well co^inued to spray over the semiarid eeuntl^eide until June 17 when the well was temporarily,
connected to a battery of five tanks of five hundred gallons
42

each. ~ •mw^'^"
• • % • • • > - .

The San^Angelo Daily Standard reported on May 26 that
the Santa Rita well on the Ollie Parker ranch in Reagan County had blown in with a showing of oil claimed to be the most
promising in that section of the state*^3

xn the first days

following the announcement of the discovery the San Angelo
paper reported that the well had been estimated as a two or
three hundred barrel producer, and that three hundred people
from nearby west Texas towns had been at the well on the
n i ^ t of the thirtieth of May to see the well flow.^

The

wildcat producer was more than fifty miles from the nearest
deep test and ninety miles southwest of the Westbrook Field.
The oil was tested at 3^ gravity, and in >>ugust the well was
put on pump with an initial production of two hundred barrels
and soon settled to a steady 150 barrel a day average.

^2 King, "Two More Pumpers," 35.
^3 3an Angelo Daily Standard, May -^6, 1923, 1.
^^ Ibid.. May 29, 1923, 1, and iiay 3^, 1923, 1.
^^ The Oil Weekly. XXIII, No. 4 (January 19, 1924), 46.
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An offset to the discovery well was started eight hundred feet west of the Santa Rita late in July, and a third
test, eight hundred feet north of the Number Two was spudded
in in September, 1923*^

Both wells were well under way

when the Benedum Trees interests of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania,
began to negotiate for a part of the holdings of the Texon
Company including the discovery well.^^ The Big Lake Oil
Company was organized with a capitalization of ^4,000,000 to
purchase sixteen sections of land, the discovery well and
the two new tests.^

The Texon Company received si^l,000,000

in Big Lake Company stock besides reimbursment for all indebtedness incurred in obtaining acreage and the operation
of the leases.^^

On November 15, 1923, the Big Lake Company

officially took over operation of the wells,

it^cept for the

sixteen sections sold to this organization, the Texon Company controlled sixty-four square miles of land around the
discovery well.
The two tests purchased by the i^ig Lake Company were

^^ King, "Two Kiore Pumpers," 35.
^"^ Ibid.
^^ Ibid.

49
^^ Ibid.
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completed in January, 1925, the University Number Two as a
thirty barrel pumper at 3,054 feet, and the University Number Three as a forty barrel pumper at 3,042 feet.^^

Through

the drilling of these wells rotary drilling was introduced
in the Big Lake field.

After completion of the two Univer-

sity wells, leasing activity was mostly northeast and southwest of the Santa Rita as the outlines of the field began to
be defined.
The field developed rapidly as more wells were put
down, and on ^larch 1, 1925, there were seventeen producing
wells in the field with a daily yield of 11,500 barrels of
oil.^^

The total number of wells had reached seventy-four

by January, 1926, when total production amounted to Just
over ten million barrels.^

Peak production in the field

occurred in August, 1925, when more than forty thousand barrels were produced on the last day of the month.^3
The Texon Company drilled the deepest oil well in

50 The Oil Weekly. XXXIII, No. 2 (April 5, 1924), 66.
^^ E. H. Sellers and Leroy T. Patton, "The Subsurface
Geology of the Big Lake Oil Field," Bulletin of the American
Association of Petroleum Geolog:ists. X, No. 4"TApril. 1926).
52 Ibid.
^3 Ibid.
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the world, at that time, in the Big Lake field.

Frank Pick-

rell reported that the well was not being drilled Just to
discover how deep a test could be carried, but that an attempt was being made to locate oil at deeper levels.^^ On
December 1, 1926, this well did strike oil at about 6,900
feet, the deepest producing level in the west Texas district. ^^
The Santa Rita well, which had set off an intensive
wildcat drilling program in the Permian Basin, was still
producing ten barrels a day in 1937.^^

In that year the Big

Lake field recovered a total of 62,610,007 barrels of oil
since its discovery, and the Permian Basin neared the billion
barrel mark in oil pjroduced.^^
The Big Lake field repeated a well-worn pattern that
had been established in many other wildcat fields. Oilmen

54 American Association of Petroleum Geologists,
Structure of Typical American uil Fields. ^ Symposium on the
Relatio~oI^oTi Accumulation to Structure. 2 vols. (TuTsa,

imK iiT^w:
Ibid.. and H. H. King, "vest Texas-i«ew ^lexico uistrict AgainTI booming," ^le Oil Weekly. LXXXVI, No. 6 (July
19, 1937), 32.
-^ L. J. Logan, "Westex-Newmex Yield i^ears Billion
Barrels," The Oil Weekly. LXXXVI, No. 6 (July 19, 1937/, 6-..
57 Ibid.. 66.
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drilled wells as fast as they could be put down, and soon
oil production outran storage and transportation facilities
at the field.

The Santa Rita had been drilled only a few

hundred feet from the Orient Railroad, and for a time this
line served as transportation for the entire production of
the Big Lake field.

This soon proved to be an inadequate

outlet for the oil.
Marland, now a pumping station known as Kemper, became an important oil shipping center for the Permian Basin.
This small town, seventy-eight miles west of San Angelo on
the Orient Railroad, within three years following the Big
Lake discovery, had sixteen reservoirs over one hundred acres
with an eighty thousand barrel capacity, a pumping plant and
loading racks.5°

The thirty thousand barrels of oil pro-

duced by the 103 wells of the Big Lake field were collected
at Marland and started on the Journey to the Gulf Coast in
an eight inch pipeline that ran from Marland to San Angelo,
to Comyn in Comanche County, thence to the Gulf Coast.59 After the pipeline was completed, the Orient Hailroad was

5° San Angelo Daily Standard, i^ay ^S, iV-^o, 1.
59
This line, owned by the Humble Pipe Line Company,
began operation in the spring of 1925 and cost v2,500,uOO.
It was later looped at a cost of i750,000 to increase the
capacity from 2u,000 to 30,000 barrels a day. Ibid.
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still used to transport a few trainloads of oil each day.
As oil began to move out of the Big Lake field in
pipelines and tank cars, millions of dollars poured into the
accounts of the University of Texas from leases and royalties on oil lands in west Texas. The discovery of oil in
the Santa Rita well had transformed the semi-arid holdings
of the University into a seemingly inexhaustable supply of
wealth.
The V/estbrook field, in openins^ the Permian Basin to
petroleum exploration, had begun a golden flood from beneath the ranches of western Texas. The Big Lake field
three years later was the first major field in the area. A
rank wildcat, ninety miles from the nearest production at
Westbrook, the Santa Rita had opened the first bonanza field
in the region, but it was not to be the last.

The Big Lake

field caused oilmen from all over the state to begin prospecting in west Texas, and field after field was brought in
after 1926.

These discoveries made the Permian Basin one

of the major oil-producing sections of the world.
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OIL AND OAS IN THE TKXAS PANHANDLE

While wildcatters at Westbrook and Big Lake were find<
Ittg oil in the Permian Basin of west Texas, parallel develop*
i'*'
Si''

SNUita relative to natural gas were taking place several hundred miles to the north in the Texas Panhandle. The discovery of natural gas in the Panhandle brought the natural gas
industry, which had progressed hand in hand with the petro'leuffi industry, to maturity in the modern era.
The presence of gas in water wells, "sour" springs
and asphalt deposits had been observed early in parts of the
state.

The first recorded discovery of gas in large amounts

was made in the Cervanke well at Greenvine in southwestern
W«hington Couaty in 1879.^

In August of that y.ar WiUiam

Seidell sank an eleven inch bore well to about 160 feet
2
where a strong flow of natural gas was encountered.
The
product of the well was burned in a nearby house, but no
commercial use was made of the gas at that time.

Three

wells which were put down in the same vicinity between 1^79
and 1663 caved in and were failures, but in 1666 three new

"*• Phillips, Texas Petroleum. 4.
2

IkM'
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wells were drilled and reportedly produced 1,500,000 cubic
feet of gas a day.^

This was the first successful attempt

in Texas to secure natural gas in comniercial quantities.
E. T. Dumble reported in 1666 that gas was known to
exist in several counties in Texas.^

Although no commercial

use had been made of this gas, at least one discovery had
been put to some purpose.

Gas had been found in a well

drilled at Gordon, Palo Pinto County, and a beer keg was
turned over the well, a tube with a burner inserted in the
keg, and evei^ night the town was lighted by this one lamp.5
Despite these early discoveries and uses of natural
gas, it was not until the Clay County gas field was brought
in during 1909 that gas became an important product in the
state.

By 1912 gas fields in Clay, Gonzales, Limestone and

McCulloch counties were supplying natural gas to nearby communities.^

In that year nearly {1,500,000 was realized from

the sale of gas in Texas, 1;900,000 of this amount coming

^ Dumble, First Report of Progress. 16.
^ Ibid.
^ Ibid.. 52.
Phillips, The Fuels Used in Texas, 76-77.
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from domestic users and the remainder from power and manufacturing interests.*^
As natural gas became more important as a fuel, major
companies began to search for this mineral resource.

In

1913 tests for gas were being carried on in two localities
by the Texas Company;

at Moran in Shackelford County tiiis

organization was drilling two wells, and fifteen miles north
of Albany, Throckmorton County, where the company completed
a 1,060 foot well that produced four million cubic feet of
6
gas a day.
These and other discoveries haa provided most
of the towns of Texas with a supply of natural gas by 191^,
but the largest gas field of all was yet to be discovered in
the Panhandle.
The discovery of the Panhandle gas field revolves around the work of one man. Dr. Charles I^. Gould.

Gould, an

instructor in Geology at the University of Oklahoma, was employed in I9O3-I905 by the United i>tates it.eclan;ation Service
under the direction of F. H. Newell to spend the summers of

^The total 1912 production of gas in Texas was about
7,500,000 cubic feet from 67 wells. It was purchased by
27.226 domestic and 329 industrial consumers. The average
price was eighteen cents per one hundred cubic feet. Phillips, The Fuels Used in Texas. 7o.
^*ineral iiesources, 1913, 1045.
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these three years making a study of a part of the Great
Plains.9

The Survey, the chief object of which was a study

of the water resources of the region, was to include western
Oklahoma, the Texas Panhandle, northeastern New Mexico,
southeastern Colorado and southwestern Kansas.
In 1903, accompanied by four of his geology students,
Gould began his survey.^^

The summer of 1904 found Gould

and fi. G. Woodruff, an instructor in Mineralogy at Oklahoma,
working on the surface outcrops and water resources of the
twelve eastern counties in the Texas Panhandle.^^

Two stu-

dents, E. F. Schramm and Tom B. Matthews, went with Gould
on the all-important 1905 trip to the eight western counties
in the Panhandle. -^
Gould reported that in June, 1905, the group went to
Amarillo and hired an outfit from the IwcKnight livery stable

^ N. D. Barlett, "Oklahoma Professor Jiscovars Panhandle Oil and Gas Field," Amarillo Globe-i^ews (Golden Anniversary Edition), 193^, sec. G-1, 1-2.
^^ Ibid.
^^ The students were Charles T. Kirk, Pierce Lurkin,
Chester A. Reeds and Charles Long. Charles N. Gould, "The
Beginnings of the Panhandle Oil and Gas Field," ranhanalePlalns Historical ^teview. VIll (1935), 21.
^^ Ibid., 22.
•^^ Ibid.
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and drovtt north to the old Lee Crossing on the Canadian River Just bef0W the amuth of Pitcher Creek • ^^

As the party

forded the itreami Qould noticed a ledge of idiita rocl^ dipping to the east and diaapp#arlng below the water.

After

camp had been made and the geologist had eaten his evening
m»alt ^^ walked back up the river for about a mile to exandUie the ledge and found it to be of white dolomite .^^^ This
outcx*op was later named the Alibates dolomite and was the
key structure on i^ich geologists afterwards ran levels when
aurveying the anticlines and domes of what is now the PanhiAdle oil and gas field.^^
During the remainder of the summer of 1905 the three
men worked out the surface red beds of eastern Potter and
southeastern Moore counties, now known as the John Ray Dome,
and completed their work in Palo Duro Canyon .^7 xhe results
of the investigations were published in two Water Supply and
Irrigation Papers in which the first mention of the anticlines and synclines that had been found along the Canadian

^ Gould, «The Beginnings of the Panhandle Oil and
Gas Field,** 22.
^^ Barlett, "Oklahoma Professor Discovers," 1.
^^ Ibid.
^7 Gould, "The Beginnings of the Panhandle Oil and
Gas Field," 23*

34
River was made.^^
In 1906 Gould organised the Oklahoma Geological Survey and later opened a consulting office in Oklahoma City.I9
In 1916 two strangers, M. C. Nobles, a wholesale grocer of
Amarillo, and T. J. Moore, a traveling salesman for the firm,
appeared at Gould*s office.^^

These men had leases near

Tishomingo, Oklahoma, and wanted the geologist to examine
them.

Finding no oil indications at the site of the leases,

the three men returned to Oklahoma City.

As Nobles was

leaving the office, he is reported to have asked Gould if he
knew of any place in the Panhandle near Amarillo that might

21
be a favorable location for drilling. "^ At first replying
that he did not, Gould then remembered the big domes he had
22

noticed while surveying the area in 1905•

Re agreed to

accompany Nobles and Moore to Amarillo and to make a reconnaissance along the Canadian.
•^° C. N. Gould, "The Geology and ^ater Resources of
the Western Portion of the Panhandle of Texas," V/ater Supply
and Irrigation Papers. Numbers 167 and 191 (Washington, 1907)
^ Gould, "The Beginnings of the i anhandle Oil and
Gas Field," 24.
^^ J, ziivetts Haley, Story of the Shamrock iAmarillo,
1954), 6.
21
^^ Ibid.
^^ Ibid.
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After reaching Amarillo, a party of four—Gould, Nobles, J. M. Neely and Dr. M. W. Cunningham—drove from the
Panhandle city across the flat upland plains east and north
of the town where the geologist located the dome and pointed
out the structures to his companions.^^

All that was visible

to the layman*s eye were bluffs, rocks, red shales, prairie
grass and the bed of the Canadian River; however, a contract
was drawn up by the terms of which Gould was to make contour
structural maps and locate the best place for the first well.
In return he was to be paid his expenses, an amount in cash
and a part of any land leased.^
Gould began his work in 1916 with Robert S. Dewey,
an associate, in the field running levels on the key dome,
the Alibates dolomite.^^

The high point of the structure

was discovered just east of the John Ray Butte, a prominent
landmark on the plains, so the structure was named the John
Ray Dome.

By October, 1916, a map of the area had been com-

pleted and a report was made to Nobles and his associates
who soon secured 70,000 acres in oil and gas leases along

23 Ulster, Oill, 271.
^^ Gould, "The Beginnings of the Panhandle Oil and
Gas Field," 26.
^^ Rister, Oill, 272.
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both aidee iMf the Canadian.*'* The land, the majority of
which belonged to U e Bivins and R. B. Maaterson, was leased
for three yiara and the owners received a one-eighth royal27
ty.
'^^-S^iv-'
Tha first development of the leases w a s carried on by(
the Amarillo O i l Company which was composed of businessmen
26
of Amarillo*
The company was organised in April, 1917, on
the basis of #10,000 capital stock of which one-half was paid
up capital and one-half was valuation on leases.^^ Two cars
took a group of stockholders in the organization to the well
site which Gould had selected on the highest point on the
John Ray Dome. The geologist marked the drilling site with
a small mound of rocks and made a speech in which he said
the well would probably strike gas rather than oil.^^
26 K, u, Barlett, "Discovery of the Panhandle Oil and
Gas Field," Panhandle-Plains Historical review. XII 11939),
48.
27 Rister, Oill, 272.
26

*" These men were M. C. Nobles, H. A. Nobles, Cunningham, Neely, A. G. Stanley, T. J. iMoore, J. S. Storm and o. F.
Sullenberger. Later the Landergin brothers, C. T. Herring,
Lee Bivins, Frank Storm and R. S. Masterson Joined the company. Gould, "The Beginnings of the Panhandle Oil and Gas
Field," 27.
29 Barlett, "Oklahoma Professor Discovers," 2.
3^ Ibid.

d7
^•iM. ^apfood of Oklahoma City was employed to drill
the well. When the well was begun the nearest production
was at Klectra, two hundred miles away.
:'

The w e U , the Mas-

I

teraen HiimlHir One, was completed in December, 1916, as a gas
wall with an estiatated capacity of eight to ten million cubic feet daily coming from three gas bearing strata between |
1,700 and 2,300 feet.^^
|70,000«'^

The total cost of the well was

\

After gas was discovered in the first well put

down, Clo^ld was asked to made surveys by other men in Amarillo*

Re opened a branch office in the city from which he !

and his assistants surveyed and reported a number of domes
along the Canadian.
The Amarillo Oil Company soon began to drill other
wells*

Five of these wells were put down by a Kansas City

group in return for a half interest in the big block of
acreage held by the Amarillo coispany.^^

One of these tests,

the >lasterson Number Four, was drilled about two miles south
of the discovery well and came in at 1,670 feet where the
pressure encountered was so great that drilling was
31 »«Present Development in Amarillo Gas Field," National Petroleum News. XII, No. 17 (April 26, 192o>, 77.
32 Rister, Oill, 272.
33 "Present Development in Amarillo Gas Field," 77.
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diaeontianed.'^

Thisvwas to be the biggest.well in the field,

producing 107,000,000 cubic feet of gas per day.^^
V < i H t Deaplte these successful gas wells,tthe development
of the Panhandle Field was not rapid,

neither the geologists

nor the eilnen were enthi^^siastic about the new field.

One

reason was that granite was encountered in sinking most of
the wells, and it was thought oil and gas would not be found
in large amounts where granite was present.3^

Because of

this feeling only twelve wells had been drilled in Potter
County by 1922, and twelve more had been put down outside of
the county.^'

Of those in Potter County all but one was

^^ The fourth well drilled was the Bivins Number One
on the south bank of the Canadian, producing 30,00u,u00 cubic feet of gas from 1,700 feet. C. K. Hapgood, as the Ranch
Creek Oil and Gas Company, drilled a test to about 2,200
feet several miles south of the discovery well and got
50,000,000 cubic feet of gas from 1,700 feet. On the Tuck
Trigg Ranch, south of the river, £ph Haynes drilled to about
3,600 feet, finding between one and two million cubic feet
at 2,500 feet. "Present Development in Amarillo Gas Field,"

77.
^^ Ibid, and Rister, Oill, 273^ This granite ridge, an underground extension of
the ii/ichita Mountains of Oklahoma, was named the Amarillo
Mountains by Dr. Gould in a paper read before the Geological
Society of America in 1922. Gould, "The Beginnings of the
Panhandle Oil and Gas Field," 34*
^''^ Leroy T. latton. The Geology of rotter County iAustin, 1923), 96.

•

^

^

6*
looatad on the John Ray Dome, and all produced an average r;
of 25,000,000 cubic feet daily.^^
^r,;r^r.n Gradually the geologists had to revise their opiniona
of tha Paji^andle gas field as more and more producing wells
were brought in.

The field ultimately stretched for 115

«llea across six counties and became the world's largest
aingla producing gas field.39

Although many compahies were

successful in drilling gas wells in the field, most of the
walls had to be shut in since there were no pipelines to
carry the gas to markets.
The first pipeline from the field was built by Perry
A. Little of Buffalo, New York, after he was granted a franchise in 1920 to deliver natural gas to Aniiarillo, twentyseven miles south of the field.^

In December, 1922, a

second line was contracted for by the fiisslon Oil Company of
Kansas Clty.^

During the next few years a network of oil

and gas pipelines was built from the Panhandle Field:

at

the beginning of 1926 there was a six inch line from Amarillo

3^ Ibid.
39 Max C. Bauer, "Oil and Gas Fields of the Texas
i anhandle," Bulletin of the American Association of retroleum Geologists. X, No. BlAugust, 192oi, 736.
40 If Present Development in Amarillo Gas Field," 77.
^^ Warner, Texas Oil and Gas Since 1543. 260.
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to Hutchinson County, a four inch line from northern Carson
County to Panhandle, and a sixteen inch line built by the
Northern Texas Utilities Company to Wichita Falls; by the
end of the year the Prairie Pipe Line Company was building
a line to Ringling, Oklahoma, and the Lone Star Gas Company
had begun a line to Fort Worth and Dallas.^^

These outlets

carried gas to a constantly growing market.
Amarillo made the first use of gas from the Panhandle
field.

By 1923 this city was using 5,000,000 cubic feet

daily for domestic purposes; too, the United Zinc 5melter
Company began a plant that would use the same amount; the
Panhandle Brick and Tile Company used gas in its furnaces;
and three new industries, the carbon black, natural gas gasoline and helium production were all beginning operations.^3
Carbon black production began in the Panhandle in
1926 when the lestern Carbon Company built a plant.^^ By
1937 there were thirty-one of these plants in the Panhandle
which burned an average of about 650,000,000 cubic feet of
gas daily in producing ninety-six per cent of the world *s

^

Warner, Texas Oy,findGa^ Since 1543. 262, 266.

^^ Patton, The Geology of Potter County. 97.
^^ Warner, Texas Oil and Gas Since 1543. 266.
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{a*»dtttftioo of thia coa«odity.^^

In 1939 these plants ex-

tracted iJ^^OOO^OOO pounds of carbon black.^
natural gaa stripping plants also purchased a large
mmiat of gaa from the field. The American Refining Company's Buntett plant, now known as the Phillips Panhandle
plant,ibegan operations in December, 1925, and the Cannon
Qasollne Company opened a plant in November, 1922.^^ These
ecmipanlea were soon Joined by others in producing natural
gaa gaaoline, and by 1937 there were forty-three plants in
operation*

In one month of 1936 they recovered an average

of 921,540 gallons of gaaoline a day.^^ In 1939 the planta
extracted more than 245,000,000 gallons of gasoline.^^
Helium was the third product of new industries in the
Panhandle. Helium was discovered in Potter County, and the
federal government acquired 50,000 acres in leases. The
first helium plant was built by the Bureau of Mines in April,
^5 Rister, Oill 260, and R. 0. Allen, H. W. Price
and E. V. Reinbold, **The History, Use and Manufacture of
Carbon Black," Panhandle-Plains Historical Heview. VIII
(1935), 41.
^^ Rister, fiiil, 332.
^'^ Patton, The Geology of Potter County. 97.
^^ Warner, Texas Oil and G§s Since 1543. 267.
^^ Rister, Oiil, 332.
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1929*

Less than ten years later this plant had supplied

7S,160,205 cubic feet of helium to the government.^^
For a time a major portion of the Panhandle field's
production was consumed by various domestic and industrial
users in the area; within a few years, however, problems
connected with the use of gas were intensified.

The Panhan-

dle field is a continuous interconnected geologic structure
underlying roughly 1,475,000 acres of which over one million
produce sweet gas and about 400,000 sour or sulphur gas.^^
At the time the field was discovered existing legislation
required that gas from gas wells be used only for light and
fuel, and permitted only gas from oil wells to be used in
making gasoline; the residue from this last process was
blown in the air.^3

These regulations naturally restricted

^^ C. C. Anderson, "Helium From a Scientific Curiosity to Large-scale Production," Panhandle-Plains Historical
Review. VIII (1935), 41, and C. W. Seibel, "The Development
of Helium Production as Now Carried On At Amarillo, Texas by
the United States Bureau of Mnes," Panhandle-Plains Historical Review. IX (1936), 4^*
5^ Anderson, "Helium From a Scientific Curiosity," 43.
^^ Lawrence P. Hagy, "History of Development of General Geology of the Panhandle Field of Texas," Panhandle-Plains
Historical Review. VIII (1935), 5^.
^3 Until 1917 the Texas Legislature tried by statutes
to provide laws for the regulation of production of oil and
gas. In 1917 laws conferred on the Kailroad Commission power to act as a governmental agent to administer conservation
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the marketing of gas from the Panhandle field.
Large gas companies soon moved into the area, however,
and by 1932 had built major pipelines.

These companies would

not purchase the sour gas because of its offensive odor and
because it contained corrosive qualities that would damage
the pipelines.

Carbon black plants were interested in buy-

ing this sour gas, and in 1931 the Texas Conservation Act
was amended to provide for gas to be used for repressuring
an oil stratum or for any other purpose that the liailroad
Commission might find practical.^^

Subsequently permits were

issued to carbon black plants in the field to buy sour gas.
Thus one problem had been solved, but another soon arose.

Large gas companies, having great capital and their

own pipelines to distant markets, were making a practice of
discriminating against the small producers in the field in
purchasing gas. To remedy this situation the state

laws. At first the main problen was waste in production and
use of oil and gas. James P. Hart, "Oil, the Courts, and
the Railroad Commission," The Southwestern Historical '^uarterly, XLIV, No. 3 (January, 1941), 307-309.
^^ Ernest o. Thompson, "Summary of the Development of
the Panhandle Field Under Conservation Regulations," Panhandle-Plains Historical Review. Vlli (1935), 14. Thompson was
appointed to the Railroad Comjnission in 1932 and has served
continuously since that time. He has been a champion of
conservation of the natural resources of Texas.
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legislature passed the "Common Purchaser Statute" in 1931;
this act attempted to force pipelines to buy gas without
discrimination among producers, but the law was invalidated
by a federal circuit court in the case of Texoma Natural Gas
Company vs. Railroad Commission.55
A second effort was made in 1933 to correct abuses in
the Panhandle field when the state legislature passed the
"Market Demand Law" which required the Railroad Commission
to ascertain the reasonable demand for gas in the field and
to apportion production accordingly.5^

This act was turned

down by a federal court which held that the only basis for
such control would be waste on the part of the major or pipeline companies.57
Since defeat by the courts seemed certain in the policy they were following, the small producers sought to establish a new market for their gas. They were able to get
the "Sour Gas Law" or "Stripping Law" passed in 1933, permitting the use of sour gas in the manufacture of natural

55 Kiaurice Cheek, "Legal History of Conservation of
Gas in Texas," Legal History of Conservation ^f Oii and GaS
(Chicago, 193^), 270.
56 The "Market Demand Law" was passed by the 42nd
Texas Legislature, 1st called session. Ibid.. 270.
^^ Thompson, "Summary of the Development of the Pan• handle Field," 17.

X
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gaa gaaollna*'^^

Saveral new plants were built for thia pur-

jionai and atrliiplng Operations; grew'so, that by 1935 the reBar^aa of the field were in danger., In that year the waste
gas from theiplanta being bliown in the air reached one bil-.
H o n eu^inr feet dailyi.^^ All parties having an interest in]
the field,IIncluding the operators of gasoline plants, became
eoneemtd and agreed that something had to be done to stop
the waste.

The legislature once again sought to relieve the

situation with the passage of House Bill Number 266, a comprehensive measure dealing with all aspects of production
60
and waste in the Amarillo field.
This act was also stricJi:en out after being contested in the courts by the pipeline
companies.
A final solution to the problem was reached in 1937
with the enactment of Senate Bill Number 407 by the Texas
Legislature. "^ By the terms of tha law the Hailroad

5^ This act was passed by the 44th Texas Legislature,
1st called session. Cheek, "Legal History of Conservation,"
271.
59 a. D. Parker, "The Colossal Aaste of Natural Gas
in the Panhandle of Texas," The Oil weekly. LXJLVI, HO. 4
(January 7, 1935), 35.
^^ This act was also passed by the 44th Texas Legislature, Cheek, "Legal History of Conservation," 271.
^^ An act passed by the 46th Texas Legislature, 1st
called session. Ibid.

I
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Commiaaion was authorized to determine the market demand for
gas between all producers in the Panhandle Field so as to
prevent undue and non-compensated drainage between the gas
properties of different owners.

This act was sustained by

the courts when the sour gas area was put under proration
controls in May, 193^,, and a final settlement to problems
affecting the Panhandle Field was in sight.^
Between the issuance of the first proration order
applicable to the Amarillo gas field in August, 1930, and
the final settlement of difficulties encountered in the
field, the theory of oil and gas conservation and proration
was being developed.^

In order to protect all interests in

the field and to preserve the reserves, it was necessary to
place controls on operators, and these restrictions were
provided by state law.
,v^i ^ While new industries were being begun and the legal
aspects of the Panhandle gas field were being decided by the
courts, a vast oil field coveriig 250,UOO acres on the

^2 Thompson, "Summary of the Development of the manhandle Field," 21.
^3 Ibid.
^^ Warner, Texas oy, ind Gas Since 1543. 272-273.
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northern flank of the buried Amarillo Mountains had been
discovered. /
t

,.

*^»

The first steps in the opening of this oil pool took
place when Captain.S. B. Burnett leased twenty sections of
his 6666 Ranch in Carson and Hutchinson counties to iSugene
3. Blasdel and P. H. Landegrin on March 25, 1919.^^ Theae
men in turn signed over eight sections of their lease to
the Oulf Production Company in return for the drilling of a
test well on the property.^*^

The well was begun on August

5, 1919 and completed a year later at a depth of 2,411 feet,
producing 50,000,000 cubic feet of gas a day.^^
In November, 1920, the Gulf Company began their Number Two Burnett, and it was completed on April 5, 1921, as
the first oil well in the Panhandle, producing an initial
175 barrels of petroleum from 3,052 feet.^

An analysis of

the oil was made by the Reece S. 'illen Refining Company, and
the petroleum was found to have a gasoline content of
65

5a.

Hagy, "History of Development of General Cieology,"
^^ Rister, Oill, 274.
^7 Ibid.

° Barlett, "Discovery of the Panhandle Oil and Gas
Fields," 4B.
^^ Dallas Morning i^ews. npril 7, 1921, 11.

9d
tw«ftty«pfiYe and gravity ^thirty-aix.^^ The oil having a wax
coattnti aoupled iflth the fact that there were no existing
pipaXineai thereJima no demand for the oil.
r

I

Althoui^ theare seemed to be no immediate market for

the oil, residents of the area were preparing for an exl^cted oil boom«

Ten days after the Gulf well had been

brought in the small town of Panhandle, eighteen miles south
of the discovery, had five new additions to the town site
laid off.^^

Howard Trigg, Potter County Surveyor, had re-

ceived word to come to this "newest oil town in Texas** to
lay off property lines.'

Panhandle was making preparations

for the people that it thought would swarm to the area irtien
the well was put on pump.
When the well was tested, using a two inch pump, it
73
was estimated at about five hundred barrels a day.'-' By the
middle of May four other wells had been completed in the
2,100 foot sand of the South Bend Field as the new pool was
70 Dallas Morning News. April 7, 1921, 11.
71 Ibid., April 15, 1921, 6.
7^ Ibid.
73 Ifeid., April 6, 1921, 13.
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called. ^

Despite successful completion of these wells,

drilling did not progress rapidly because of the lack of a
market or pipeline facilities, and only a few additional
wells had been put down by the spring of 1923.75
The first flowing well in the Panhandle was discovered in June, 1923.

This well, a wildcat test of J. C. V^itt-

ington of Amarillo, headed over the crown block after touching the top of the pay sand at 3,077 feet.7^ The well was
opened for inspection, and hundreds of oilmen saw the opening
of the valve which began a twenty hour flow during which the
production was estimated to be in excess of 320 barrels a
74
The Panhandle's Number Ten McCluskey. guaging more
than 900 barrels daily from a total depth of 2,070 feet, was
an offset to the Rutherford well on the otovall property
which had been completed several weeks earlier as a 200 barrel producer. The Godley Oil and Gas Company's Number Four
Neville Graham on the east edge of the same lease and the
Mid-Tex Oil Company's Number Two Graham were both big completions in the 2,100 foot sand. The Godley well made 700 barrels and the Mid-Tex well 600 barrels daily. Fort Worth
Star Telegram. May 15, 1921, 1.
75 Qulf completed a 135 barrel pumper on the Dial
Hanch in Hutchinson County; >/. V/. Silk et al. had drilled
the Number One S. B. Burnett in Carson County as a 215 barrel
well and planned to erect a 55,000 barrel steel storage tank;
and the Texas Compi^ny had drilled its Number One iiurnett in
Carson County, tvister, Oill, 275.
76 npj[rst Flowing i/ell for Panhandle Is Found by
Hutchinson County Test," The Oil V/eekly, ::".!::, iio. 11 (June,
9, 1923). 37.
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day.

The Whittington wildcat was ten miles northwest of

the wells drilled along the Carson-Hutchinson county line
in 1921-1922. It was located on the R. Sanford Ranch about
one and one-half miles south of the Canadian River, and the
nearest town was Panhandle, twenty-five miles away.7°
All of the wells discovered up to this time had been
shut in waiting the development of transportation facilities
and a market for the crude oil. A movement was begun in
Amarillo to connect the field with the Allen Refining Company's 1,500 barrel daily capacity skimming plant in Amarillo which had been shut down for lack of crude.79

By the end

of June, 1923, plans were also underway for the survey of a
railroad which would go from Panhandle north to Plemons and
thence to Spearman in Hansford County where it was to connect
60
with a branch line of the Santa Fe.
The Whittington well had been watched with interest
as it was drilled because it logged formations identical to
those in the shut in pumpers to the southeast, and a few oil

77 Dallas Morning News. June 15, 1923, 23.
7^ "First Flowing Oil Well for Panhandle," 37.
'^^ Ibid.
60 Dallas Morning News. June 30, 1923, 14.
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companies had acquired acreage nearby.

The Humphreys Oil

Company in particular had leased some five thousand acres
on the Sanford Ranch and began drilling immediately after
61
the discovery.''•*• This organization was typical of the many
companies having a new interest in Panhandle oil after the
Whittington wildcat came in, and an active drilling campaign
soon began in the area.
These activities met with a great deal of success,
and Wheeler, Gray and Potter counties all had oil fields by
1926; in the week ending June 19, 1926, the ranhandle had
174 producing wells averaging a total of 46,965 barrels of
oil a day.

The entire Panhandle was covered by drilling

crews, oil scouts and land men seeking promising sites for
new tests.
These wells and activities were but the prelude

to

the greatest boom of all which came to the Panhandle in
1926 when the Dixon Creek Oil and ^tef ining Company brought
in its Number One Smith well as a 10,000 barrel a day producer.

This well opened the amazing Borger field.

Oilmen

^1 Tiyirst Flowing Oil Well for Panhandle," 37.
^^ Warner, Texas Oil and Gas oince 1543. 2bl.
^^ "Active Drilling in the Texas Panhandle," The Oil
Weekly. XL, No. 7 (February 5, 192o), 45.
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poured into the area from all directions, and drilling by
the Marland Oil Company, the Phillips Petroleum Company and
others helped develop the field rapidly.^^

Within nine

months the Borger field had 613 wells producing 165,000 barrels of petroleum a day.^5
The town of Borger was founded by A. P. Borger, a
townsite promoter from Tulsa, Oklahoma, in February, 1926.^^
The town mushroomed within ten months to a city of nearly
20,000 people, with all the accompanying evils of the boom
67
town.
Billiard "parlors" and dance halls, cheap hotels
and other places of entertainment began to line the streets
of the town that was becoming ever wilder, and at last it
was necessary to declare martial law and bring in the Texas
Rangers to restore order.°°

Nor was Borger alone in exper-

iencing boom conditions; nearly every town in the Panhandle
saw its population increase as thousands of oil field workers

^^

"Active Drilling in the Texas Panhandle," 45.

^^ Rister, Oill, 276.
^^ P. J. R. Mcintosh, "The Wonder Story of Texas uil,"
Texas Monthly. H I (January-June, 1929), 206.
^7 Ibid.
^^ Warner, Texas Oil and Gas Since 1543. 266.
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and their families moved into the area.
As the oil and gas fields of the Panhandle developed,
transportation facilities and markets were also materializing.

By 1937 the fields were furnishing oil and gas to twen-

ty-four pipelines, among them were the South Plains Pipe
Line Company's sixteen inch line to Lubbock, the Cities Service Gas Company's twenty-two inch line to Kansas City, the
Canadian River Gas Company's twenty-two inch line to Denver,
and the Consolidated Gas Utilities Company's fourteen inch
line to Enid, Oklahoma.°^ Carbon black, natural gas gasoline and refining plants continued to be built, absorbing a
part of the tremendous production.
By 1930 the outlines of the gas and oil pools had
been fairly well defined by existing wells, but drilling
continued.

A total of 6,296 gas and oil wells had been

drilled in the Panhandle by 193^.^^

These wells had a cum-

ulative production of over 300,000,000 barrels of oil and
approximately 7,600,000,000,000 cubic feet of gas.^^
The initial discovery of the Panhandle oil and gas

^9 Hister, Cdll, 279.
'^^ Amarillo Globe News (Golden Anniversary bidition;,
I93B, sec. G-1, 1.
^^ Ibid.
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field had been a wildcat venture carried through to successful completion by a group of businessmen who had faith in
the report of a capable geologist.

The subsequent drilling

campaigns led to the discovery of oil and ultimately to the
development of industries that utilized the products of the
fields.

These plants provided thousands of new Jobs and

swelled the population of the area.

Thus the chance notic-

ing of a ledge of white rock beneath the waters of the Canadian River in 1905 led through a chain of events to the
giant oil and gas industry of the Panhandle today.
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THE PANHANDLE OIL AND GAS FIELD

• Borger
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OIL PRODUCTION OF THE BIO LAKE AND PANHANDLE FIELDS TO 1947
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/.j^ Oil history is a story of money

and machines, large

eonpaniea and their rigs, storage tanks and refineries, facts
ti^and figures, all an indispensible part of the industry.
jf Facta and figures, however, do not make an industry, nor do
If^thay tell the eomplete tale of that industry. The heart of
^the* oil story is a human tale, that of the men who sought
Hand found oil, and in finding it inadvertantly created a new
it industry*
W-^:

The pioneers of the petroleum business are important,

for they were the first in

the field, but the pioneer has

not passed away. He still pushes into unproven territory,
seeks and finds oil in new fields. Oil history is an hourby^hour and day-by-day story of these men who had the faith
and the strength to search for petroleum.

v;ithout them

there would be no oil fields and no industry.
The Permian Basin-ranhandle discoveries came relatively late in the tale of oil, but the fact that they opened previously undeveloped territory and their importance as
major producers gives them a central place in the story.
Credit for these discoveries is due the n;en who had a part,
no matter how small, in making them possible,

ihe roles

lod
played were many and varied, but each man shared something
of the excitement, hope, success and despair of all the
others*

A few were made rich by the oil fields, many more

gained nothing*
There is nothing unusual or spectacular about the men
or methods of exploration mentioned in this paper, for they
are typical of oil hunting in the first three decades of the
twentieth century.

Their story may be found duplicated in

hundreds of examples in the oil-producing areas of the United
States*

It takes many different types of men to develop an

oil field, and most of them were present in west Texas*
Westbrook was Steve Owens, the wildcatter*

At

Rupert P* Ricker,

who thought there was oil in Reagan County, Carl 0. Cromwell,
the driller with faith in his well, and Frank Pickrell, the
organiser and field manager, were all present at Big Lake.
In the Panhandle Charles Gould, the geologist, and K. C. Nobles, the businessman, played important roles. These are but
a few of the pioneer oilmen of west Texas, but they represent
a cross section of the men who opened a new area to oil exploration, an area ^ e r e few thought oil could be found.
Before oil or gas was discovered in the Permian Basin
or the Panhandle, oil history had passed through two eras—
the lamp and lubrication and the fuel oil periods—and had
entered a third, the gasoline or motor fuel age.

The first

tt'-^'n !
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two periods are xefreaeated by the development of new uses
for petr^ltia*.
^;t

I» W 7 5 A* R. Ilotssler reported the presence of a

j^^rolaim proiuet in Texas that could be used as an illumittaiit* He would have been amazed had he been able to foresee
the oiaiiy uses that would be made of petroleum in the future*
8f 109^ oil was being used as a fuel in locomotives, and two
years later steam ships were being converted to the use of
fuel oil*

By 1913 the United states Navy was using oil as

a fuel in all its new ships, and in that year the Navy bought
over 21,000,000 gallons of petroleum*^

The invention of the

automobile and its dependence on petroleum products added a
new market that created an ever increasing demand for oil.
This new era in the history of petroleum was not without its critics, for some thought that the oil should be
left in the ground in natural reservoirs rather than be
wasted as fuel.

Fortunately such voices went unheeded, and

following World War i it was said that "the Allies floated

^ Roessler, "Texas Mineral," 446.
Warner, Texas Oil and Gas oince 1543. 33.
^^ineral Resources. 1913, 955*
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to victory on a sea of oil."^
Tribute to the petroleum industry was given in a 1920
editorial headed "World's Debt to Oil," which said, "*..the
business has widened beyond any possible dreams of those active in the early days of oil....The byproducts even enter
the realm of medicine....It is possible that further subdivisions may yet increase the number fof

products_7."^ In

the same year it was thought by some that the future expansion of the industry was limited when the oil reserves of
the United States and Canada were estimated to be only seven
billion barrels, an amount that would be exhausted in eighteen years*
The expez-ts were not counting on the discovery of new
fields in the future, however, but they were discovered and
of primary importance among the new pools were those in the
Permian Basin and the Panhandle of Texas. Pioneer oilmen
pushed into west Texas, and without adequate scientific
knowledge or information they drilled and found oil. Finding oil, they created an industry that built cities and factories and pumped millions of dollars into the economy of

^ "Oil," an editorial. The Nation. C.^, i.o. Z^^6 (Kay
15, 1920), 639.
The Texas Spur and Dickens Item, June 11, 19-^u, 5,
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the region*
One of the greatest contributions of oil to west Texas has been made in the role of city builder*
lists five phases of petroleum production:

One writer

"discovery, leas-

ing, drilling, building of town, extracting oil."

Town

building in coimection with an oil boom became a fairly uniform process during the years of the early discoveries with
the only differences being dictated by individual circumstances*
The crew engaged in drilling a wildcat well usually
lived with farmers, if in the country, or in rooming houses
if a town were close by*

After oil was found, cheap wooden

buildings were knocked together or moved in to provide housing*

As the boom town developed businesses of all sorts

sprang up, and by the third or fourth month entertainment
establishments of various types made up about one-half of
the business districts.
During this period people of all types swarmed into
the new towns, and fortunes were made and lost overnight in
the topsy-turvy, unreal world of the boom town*

The com-

plete story of the oil town was not one of hysteria, confusion

^ Gerald Forbes, "southwestern Oil Boom Towns," Chronicles of Oklahoma. XVII (December, 1939), 393.
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and crime; women and children followed their husbands and
fathers to the oil fields, and not long after the arrival of
the families churches and schools were being built*

As the

peak of the boom was reached people began to leave the towns,
going back to their homes or on to new oil strikes. Behind
the departing throngs there always was left a residue of
people who became a permanent part of the population*
Colorado City, a cow town when the Westbrook field
was discovered, for a short time became a bustling boom town,
and is today still the center of many pipelines running from
the Permian Basin*

Big Lake experienced a short boom, but

settled back to its small town existence.

Towns in the Pan-

handle grew in conjunction with the oil play in that area,
and today Amarillo is a city of over 100,000; Borger has about 19,000 people; and Panhandle has about 1,500.'
As more new fields were discovered throughout the
Permian Basin following 1926, other boom towns brought a
permanent population to west Texas*

Odessa, i idland, Permit,

Snyder and many other west Texas towns have grown at amazing
rates, due largely to the impetus given them by the aiscovery
of oil*

Part of this population was brought into the area

^ The Texas Almanac. 1954-1955 (Dallas, 1955), 109122*
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during the oil boom itself and part came later as new industries developed*
^iany industries have grown in connection with or as a
result of the finding of petroleum in west Texas*

Refineries

and pipelines have been built as a necessary part of the oil
industry, and furnish jobs for thousands of people in the
Permian Basin*

The production of natural gas gasoline has

become an important business in the area*

Besides the many

plants treating gas in the Panhandle, there are a few in the
Permian Basin, the latest being built by the Texas Oulf Producing Company in 1954 near Odessa.'' In i'iarch, 1953, the
Permian Basin's eighth plant for the recovery of sulphur was
completed at North Cowden, giving the area a daily capacity
of 291 long tons of sulphur produced.^

In addition to the

carbon black plants in the Panhandle there are ten such factories in west Texas, among them the largest channel plant
in the world, the Sid Richardson Carbon Company plant on the
outskirts of Odessa.^^

Other industries allied with the oil

^ "Gas Plant to be Built in Ector»s Headlee Field,"
The Drill Bit. II, No* 2 (May, 1954), 34.
9 "Basin's Eighth Sulphur Plant Goes on Stream," The
Drill Bit. I, No. 1 (April, 1953), 2B.
^^ ii. J. Claassen, "Carbon Black Plays Important Role
in Economy of Nation, Permian Basin," The Drill Bi^, 1. ^^o1 (April, 1953), 39.
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business have grown in west Texas also—designing tools and
chemicals for drilling purposes, finding new methods for
cleaning pipelines, and improving known ways of producing
and refining crude oil*
In the field of education Texas has profited greatly
from the oil industry, for vast sums have been paid in taxes,
royalties and lease rentals into the state school funds*
Much of the land in west Texas was owned by the University
of Taxas, and in 1947 alone the oil industry paid $7,051,9^4
into the Permanent School Fimd in lease rentals, bonuses and
oil and gas royalties, and to the University Fund ;]^6,739,767;
the total of all payments to education funds through 1947
being over $115,000,000.^^

These funds have helped improve

educational facilities throughout the state.
In the thirty-odd years between the drilling of the
first successful well in Kitchell County and the drilling of
more than five thousand wells in the Permian Basin and the
Panhandle in 1952, a vast new industrial empire has been
created in west Texas.

It is an empire created by the

dreams, faith and energy of the pioneer oilmen of the area.
The past of the oil industry in western Texas has been a

^^ The Texas Almanac. 1947 (Dallas, 1947), 113.
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brilliant one, and there is reason to expect the future to
be equally bright, for the pioneer is still with us, is still
seeking and finding new oil fields*

GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED
Allowable; The amount of oil which state proration permits
a well to produce daily*
Anticline: An upfolded structure or rock fold in v^ich oil
is often trapped in limestone or sandstone formations*
Cable-tool Rig; A drilling rig using a cable suspended from
its crown block to lift and drop the drilling tools*
0|8ing: A large pipe inserted into a well bore to act as a
permanent wall, usually cemented in place*
Casing«>head: The part of the casing above the surface of
the ground*
Crown Block;
derrick*
Crude Oil;

A wooden or steel frame at the top of the
Unrefined petroleum.

Derrick; A square, open, wooden or steel tower by means of
wSich the drilling is accomplished.
Dry Hole:

A completed well that does not produce oil or gas.

Gusher: A well from which the oil flows spontaneously under
a gas or water drive from beneath.
Loading Hack; A platform beside a railroad track for loading oil into tank cars.
Offset itfell: A well on one lease drilled opposite a well on
an adjacent lease to capture the leaseholder's rightful
share of the oil in the common oil zone between the two
wells•
Oil Horizon;
Oil Sand;
Outcrop;
Pay:

A rock stratum saturated with oil*

Any oil-saturated subsurface stratum of rock.
A surface exposure of bedrock.

The horizon producing the oil in a well.
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Plugged! The closing of a well by inserting a solid "plug"
of metal or concrete in it*
Pool: An underground accumulation of oil in a single and
separate reservoir*
Potential;

The estimated oil yield of a well*

Prospecting!
Red Beds;

Seeking oil structure*

Sedimentary formations of basically red color.

Rotary Bit: A cutting device at the end of a drill pipe rotated by an engine-powered table on the drill floor*
Royalty; A percentage of oil or its cash equivilant paid to
the land or royalty owner by the lease holder when oil is
produced on the property*
Salt Dome: Salt plugs or dome shaped formations along the
SulTcoast*
Sour Gas:

A gas with a high sulphur content.

Spudding In;
ding bit."
Sweet Gas;

The beginning of a well by the use of a "spudA non-sulphurous gas*

Svncline; A rock structure in which the rocks are down folded, the opposite of an anticline*
Tool Dresser; The drillers helper who helps to "dress" or
reshape a worn bit.
Wildcatter; An oil operator who leases and drills for oil
in unproven territory*
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